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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON

BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND
BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

June 30, 1980

Honorable Walter F. Mondale
President of the Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I am pleased to transmit herewith the Third Annual Report of the National

Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and

Universities.

Calendar year 1979 was an action filled 12 month period as the Committee

stretched its resources to respond to the myriad of issues and events which

surfaced that influence trends in the area of higher education. It was a

year in which every change needed to be monitored to try to head off any
lessening of the Nation's commitment to actual equity in higher education.

It was a year marked by particular attention to proposals related to the

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and to plans for the

establishment of a U. S. Education Department. The Committee not only
diligently pursued its explicit Charter functions but also gave attention
to its implied mandate by forwarding redommendations, proposals, and

resolutions on those seminal issues which impact on the efforts of. Black

Americans to reach their highest educational goals. Some of the most

significant issues which the Committee addressed were the relationship

between the historically Black colleges and he-reauthorization of Title

III of the Higher Education Act; the potential effects of proposed changes

in the Federal student financial aid programs on Black students; and the

proposed structure of the new Education Department and the recommendation

that it house an Office of Policy Analysis and Development Related to the

Education of Black Americans.

In response to specific Charter functions, three detailed research reports

were issued and work continued on the remaining subject areas.

The Committee me:abers are grateful for the circumstances which allowed them

to focus on the advancement and progress of Black Americans in higher

education, to enumerate those steps which might be taken to prevent any
retardation of this progress, and to recommend actions which will

contribute to the acceleration of equality in higher education.

Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON

SLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND
DLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

June 30, 1980

Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Speaker:

I am pleased to transmit herewith the Third Annual Report of the National

Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and

Universities.

Calendar year 1979 was an action filled 12-month period as the Committee

stretched its resources to respond to the myriad of issues and events which

surfaced that influence trends in the area of higher education. It was a

year in which every change needed to be monitored to try to head off any

lessening of the Nation's commitment to actual equity in higher education.

It was a year marked by particular attention to proposals related to the

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and to plans for the

establishment of a U. S. Education Department. The Committee not only

diligently pursued its explicit Charter functions but also gave attention

to its implied mandate by forwarding recommendations, proposals, and

resolutions on those seminal issues which impact on the efforts,of Black

Americans to reach their highest educational goals. Some of the most

significant issues which the Committee addressed were the relationship

between the historically Black colleges and the reauthorization of Title

III of the Higher Education Act; the potential effects of proposed changes.

in the Federal student financial aid programs on Black students; and the

proposed structure of the new Education Department and the recommendation

that it house an Office of Policy Analysis and Development Related to the

Education of Black Americans.

In response to specific Charter functions, three detailed research reports

were issued and work continued on the remaining subject areas.

The Committee members are grateful for the circumstances which allowed them

to focus on the advancement and progress of Black Americans in higher

education, to enumerate those steps which might be taken to prevent any

retardation of this progress, and to recommend actions which will

contribUte to the acceleration of equality in higher education.

Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON

BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND
BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

June 30, 1980

Honorable Shirley Hufstedler
Secretary
U. S. Education Department
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Madam Secretary:

I am pleased to transmit herewith the Third Annual Report of the National

Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and

Universities.

Calendar year 1979 was an action filled 12-month period as the Committee
stretched its resources to respond to the myriad of issues and events which

surfaced that influence trends in the area of higher education. It was a

year in which every change needed to be monitored to try to head off any

lessening of the Nation's commitment to actual equity in higher education.

It was a year marked by particular attention to proposals related to the

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and to plans for the

establishment of a U. S. Education Department. The Committee not only
diligently pursued its explicit Chartev functions but also gave attention

to its implied mandate by forwarding recommendations, proposals, and

resolutions on those seminal issues which impact on the efforts of Black

Americans to reach their highest educational goals. Some of the most

significant issues which the Committee addressed were the relationship

between the historically Black colleges and the reauthorization of. Title

III of the Higher Education Act; the potential effects of proposed changes

in the Federal student financial aid programs on Black students; and the

proposed structure of the new Education Department and the recommendation

that it house an Office of Policy Analysis and Development Related to the

Education of Black Americans.

In response to specific Charter functions, three detailed research reports

were issued and work continued on the remaining subject areas.

The Committee members are grateful for the circumstances which allowed them

to focus on the advancement and progress of Black Americans in higher

education, to enumerate those steps which might be taken.to prevent any

retardation of this progress, and to recommend actions which will

contribute to the acceleration of equality in higher education.

Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson



INTRODUCTION

The establishment of this Cannittee is camnensurate with the general practice

of the Federal Government to seek the advice and recommendations of persons

with expertise in specific areas in order to effectively administer federal

programs. The long advocacy by persons interested in achieving equity in

higher education for Black Americans and in enhancing the historically Black

colleges and universities culminated in the establishment of the National

Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities

in December 1976. The Committee's Charter requires the examination of all

approaches to the higher education of Black Americans as well as the needs of

the historically Black colleges and universities. al the basis of such study

the Committee is then to make recommendations to the Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare in 12 specific areas (for a list of the areas, see the Charter

in Appendix C).

In its initial Annual Report, "Higher Education Equity: The Crisis of Appearance

Versus Reality," the Committee sought to clearly define the degree and type of

progress which Black Americans have made in terms of higner education. In that

report, access to higher education is viewed as more than initial entry to a

postsecondary institution, but also the logical progression following access- -

choice of field of study and institution of higher education, completion of

undergraduate training, and the potential to continue on for graduate and

professional study or entry into the job market as a qualified professional

employee.

Highlighted in this Annual Report is an overview of the research which the Gan7

mittee has oommissioned. These ommaissimed papers are supplemented by extensive

staff research and analysis.
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Prior to the issuance of its recommendaticns, the Committee is reviewing and

analyzing all pertinent socio-econamic and educational data on Blacks in

higher education so that it may reccmmend4iat types of activities or tasks

must be acccmplidhed and the policies that should be developed by the Federal

Government. Also, but to a lesser degree, recaurendaticns are directed to

State and local gavel:malts and to other educational entities impacting colleges

and universities, in order to advance greater equity for Blacks in higher

education.

8
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THE CCMITITEE TTS FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES

The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges

and Universities was established in December, 1976, for a period of two years,

and the first committee meeting was caavened in September, 1977. Because the

difficulties in receiving both staff and financial resources hindered the

research activities which were to be the base of its recammaldaticns, the Com-

mittee's Charter was extended to December 22, 1979. Since its inception, the

lack of concurrent provisions of persaanel and financial resources and the tine

lapse between authorization and actual availability of resources have impeded

the Committee's work. As a result, the Cammittee was extended again to June 30,

1980 to afford adequate time to meet Charter objectives and to give the Secretary

of the new U. S. Education Department the opportunity to examine the Committee's

relationship to the Education Department and to make a decision about its future.

In the 1979 Calendar Year, the Committee functioned with only 14 of its required

15- person membership. The membership included 6 persons who were either college

presidents or State university chancellors (5 of whom are presidents of histori-

cally Black colleges) and representation fran foundations, business, and the

community. The term of office of eadh of the original members was extended to

coincide with the new life of the Charter. The Chairperson is appointed by the

Secretary.

Notices of all meetings are published in the Federal Register. In addition

advance notification is also sent to constituency groups historically associated

with Black aspirations and organizations and associations in the larger community

with a history of involvement an behalf of Black Americans. All meetings are

open to the public and are well attended by persons from all over the Nation.



The Ocmnittee believes that through its deliberations, reports, recannenda-

tions, and provision of a public form to allow for full community input that

the higher education of Black Americans will be improved and that the histori-

cally Black colleges and universities will not only be preserved but enhanced.

10
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Purpose and Functions

The Secretary of Education has the responsibility (held by the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare in 1979) for the administration of various higher

education and civil rights programs mandated by statutes. Administration of

these programs involvesa setting of priorities and an understanding of inter-

locking social, political, and economic complexities affecting not only the

general population, but particular segments of society. Thus, the Secretary

requires the advice and reccramendaticns of persons knowledgeable of the impact

of the mandated programs on the higher education of Black Americans in order

to fulfill her responsibilities effectively. It is for this reason that the

National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and

'Universities continues to exist to examine all approaches to the higher education of

Black Americans, as well as the needs of the historically Black colleges and

universities, and to provide advice to the Secretary of Education. In parti-

cular, the Cannittee is to advise and make reccmnentaticns in the following

areas:

"(1) in the identification of the several courses of action to raise

substantially the participation of blacks in all forms of productive

postsecondary education;

(2) in the development of alternatives sensitive to the special needs,

deprivations, and aspirations of black youths;

(3) in the analysis of and planning for the future role and healthy

development of the historically black colleges and their relaticnship to

expanding the numbers of blacks enrolled in higier education nationally and

regionally;



"(4) in the development of a research base to support the definition of

equity, the expansion of existing research, and the commissioning of

original empirical research;

(5) in the stimulation and encouragement of mare scholarship and research

by blacks an questions of public policy relating to the educational needs

of blacks and the promotion of these results at the Federal; regional, and

State levels;

(6) in the evaluation and monitoring of the impact of Federal, regional, or

State efforts in the public and private sectors in improving the status of

blacks in higher education;

(7) in the evaluation and monitoring of current and developing Federal,

regional, or State policies designed to equalize educational opportunities

for blacks and improve access for larger numbers of blacks in higher education;

(8) in the development of approaches to the financing of the neediest students

and the institutions. with the heaviest concentrations of blacks;

(9) in the development of means to increase access, retention, and graduation

of blacks from institutions of higher education;

(10) in the development of alternative ways of increasing the numbers of blacks

entering and completing graduate and professional degree programs;

(11) in recommending a twenty-five year plan for increasing the quality of

black higher education and the numbers of black Americans able to participate

more fully in American society because they have successfully completed such

education;

(12) in the assessment of the resultant implementation of policy decisions and

recommendations."

1 2
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In order to provide a setting for the meetings commensurate with its delibera-

tions and to afford for a wider spectrum of public participatian, the Cannittee

held_two_(2)_ of LtSI quarterly meetings outside of Washington on the campuses of

historically Black colleges. Listed below are the dates and locations of each

of the meetings convened in 1979:

March 5 & 6
Dillard University
International Roam, Dent Hall
2601 Gentilly Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana

June 4 & 5
Tuskegee Institute
Martin Luther King Roam
of Tuskegee Chapel
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama

September 10 & 11
Holiday Inn of Silver Spring
Plaza Ballroom
8777 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland

December 16 - 18
The Conservatory
The Washington Hilton Hotel
1919 Connecticut Avenue,
Ubshingtan, D.C. 20009

During the year the Committee forwarded recarmendaticns, proposals, and resolutions

an a host of legislative, program, and policy issues which impact on Black Ameri-

cans and the historically Black colleges and universities. The Oammittee looked

at issues from the cutting edge of what the Committee believed would benefit laa-

incame students and the class of institutions which enroll significant proportions

of low-income students, because any educational program which benefits the popu-

lation at the lowest economic level will prove beneficial to Blacks.

r.)



With regard to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, the committee

forwarded specific recommendations for the following selected titles of the

Act:

1. Title IV - Student Financial Assistance Programs

2. Title DC - The Graduate and Professional Opportunities Programs

(for Minorities and Wain)

3. Title IV-A - Subpart 4 - TRIO Programs

4. Title III - Developing Institutions Program

Resolutions were passed and forwarded which recaamended that:

1) Title III of the Higher Education Act be made explicitly for
the benefit of Black colleges and universities; and

2) A waiver be granted the Committee on the rule that all units
obligate all procurement funds by May 31, 1979.

The Committee believes that the new Ti. S. Education Department should house a

working policy analysis unit related to the educatiamal issues of =cern to

Black Americans and Black °alleges and universities and that such a unit

should be located at the upper organizational structure of the Department.

Consequently, in a letter to the HEW Assistant Secretary for Education, it was

proposed that:

within the new Departaent, there should be an Office of Policy
Analysis and Development Related to the Education of Black

Americans.

Finally, at the last meeting of the year, the Committee presented a Proclamation

to Former HEW Assistant Secretary for Education Dr. Mary F. Berry in recognition

of her outstanding service in the Department and to the Committee from 1977 to

1979.

8
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In additian, the Committee requested and was granted an extension of its Charter.

On December 11, 1979, HEW Secretary Patricia Roberts Barris sued a Notice of

Renewal, extending the Committee to June 30, 1980. This Renewal provided for

continuity of the Committee until such time as the new Secretary of Education

could make a dnterminatian regarding its future.

The Cammittee's views an each of the above issues were made known in correspondence

to the Secretary, the Assistant Secretary for Education, the Commissioner of Educa-

tion, or to the appropriate program administrator. Copies of the letters and the

responses are shown in Appendix G.

1
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Committee Membership

The Cammittee is appointed by the Secretary and is governed by Part D of the

General Education_Provisions Act and the Federal Advisory Committee Act which

set forth the standards for the formation and use of advisory committees.

As required by the Charter, the CaMmittee includes persons knowledgeable about

the higher education of Black Americans; the historically Black colleges and

universities; and the economic, educational, societal, and political realities

in which public policy is made. Membership in 1979 included presidents of five

historically Black four-year colleges; the chancellor of a State University

system; the chancellor of a large, urban oannunity college system; and repre-

sentation from the business, foundation and research ccanunities. They are

from the Southern, FAAtern, Midwestern, and Southwestern regions of the United

States, from predominantly Black and predominantly white groups, and bring to

the Committee a variety of perspectives regarding the issues before the Committee.

A list of the names and business addresses of the members is given in Appendix A.

Meetings

The Committee is required to meet not less than four times each year with advance

approval of the agency head or a designee, generally the Program Delegate to the

Committee. All sessions are open to the public with notice of all meetings

appearing in the Federal Register. In addition to this notice,.prior to each

meeting, an announcement is sent to almost 700 organizations, institutions, found-

ations, and individuals with a history of involvement an behalf of Black Americans

in general and Blacks in higher education in particular.

16
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Summary Camnittee's Discussions and al Activities

During 1979, a significant amount of the Cammittee's time:was spent in carrying

out its Plan of Action to respond to the Charter functions. Unfortunately, an

inordinate amount of-time was also consumed in securing and maintaining the staff

and financial resources necessary to respond to its Charter.

The Committee undertook its mandate by planning for the production of research

reports and analyses of data which would substantiate the recommendatiansit

planned to make. Its intention was to become more than a talking group and there-

fore engaged in substantive activities which would form a base for future

recammendatians. It was for that reason that adequate staffing was so critical

to its work, and the delays in receiving both the staff and financial resources

hindered these activities. The following is a Chronology of significant events

during the year.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS IN 1979

3/5-6 Ninth meeting of Committee (Dillard University, New Orleans, Louisiana)

4/18 Initial recamendations forwarded to HEW on reauthorization of selected

programs of the Higher Education Act of 1965

4/23 Staff relocated to new quarters

6/1 Requested exception to deadline for submission of contract work state-

ments

6/1 Staffing concerns of the Cannittee outlined to the Executive Deputy

C,7avd5sioner

6/4-5 Tenth meeting of Committee (Tuskegee Institute, Alabama)

Resolutions passed on

a. BBC's and Title III of HEA

b. Exemption requested regarding spending for FY'79

6/15 Transmittal to HEW of the Committee's first major research report:

"Access of Black Americans to Higher Education: How Open is the

Door?" with accanpanying recommendations.

'11 1 7



6/19 Resolutions passed on Title III at 6/4 meting forwarded to HEW and OE

6/28 Response to 6/1 request for continued staffing

7/30 Response to resolution passed at June meeting regarding Title III and
acknowledgement of the Access report

9/10-11 Eleventh meeting of Committee

9/26 Letter to HEW - Assistant Secretary for Education regarding future foci
of Committee

11/5 Revised recommendations on' reauthorization of Higher Education Act of

1965 forwarded to HEW

11/5 Recommended an Office of Policy Analysis and Development Related to
the Education of. Black Americans within the new Department of°Education

11/9 Transmitted two Reports to the Secretary
1. Second Annual Report, 19.78
2. "Black Colleges and Universities: An Essential Component of a

Diverse System of Higher Education"

12/5 Requested extension of Committee staff for six months beyond 12/22./79

12/11 HEW Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris extended Committee Charter to
June 30, 1980

12/16-18 Twelfth meeting of the Committee

12/18 Proclamation to Dr. Mary F. Berry from the Ccamittee

18
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To gain camplete information an many of the above issues, the Committee invited

a number of persons fran the Federal government, research agencies, and the general

community to speak to current and proposed legislative and policy matters and

heard testimony fran college administrators and representatives of educational

and cammunity groups. Also, the staff was directed to prepare extensive badk-

ground papers.

The Cammittee was especially gratified with the public interest in its activities

as exemplified by the impressive public attendance at the quarterly meetings,

the mounting number of requests for copies of its already published and forth-

coming reports, public participation, and valuable insights expressed by the

wider higher education cammunity. Public attendees at the meetings represented

various types of institutions of higher education, educational associations,

foundations, civil rights and student groups, government, and the general public.

Representatives of some of these organizations made valuable contributions to

the discussion and some submitted formal statements for cansidernticn by the

Cammittee.

The Cannittee continues to be concerned about the dearth of data fram which con-

crete conclusions may be drawn and on which recommendations could be formulated

and the handicap of not having a clear overall Federal education policy to which

it could relate its policy recommendations for Black Americans.

The lack of a Federal policy for support of the historically Black colleges (NBC's)

or for dealing with their special circumstances was also cause for considerable

concern. Reports an the President's January 1979 directive in support of the

historically Black colleges were received at several of the meetings, and although

the Cammittee is pleased at the fact that attention was focused on this important

set of institutions at the highest level in the Executive Branch of Government,

13



it is sanewhat disappointed that the percentage of Federal grants and contracts

awarded to Black institutions in fiscal year 1978 was only 4.1 percent, the

smallest share of Federal aid allocated to Black higher education since 1971

and a reduction fram the 5.3 percent in 1977.

RESEARCH REPORTS

Since the 12 specific areas in the Committee's Charter cover a wide spectrun of

concern, the Ccamittee found it necessary to examine the broad areas of review,

outline its priorities, and plot out a time schedule. Following the recannenda-

tians of several working groups of members, the decision was made to focus m

five broad areas and to subsume the 12 more detailed areas in the Charter under

this lesser number. These five broader areas and the Charter areas which they

encanpass are: Access (increasing participation) ; Opportunities for Success

(quality improvements); Opportunity/Options (institutianal diversity); National

Program Objectives and System Supports; and a 25-Year Plan for the Improvement

of the Opportunities for Blacks in Higher Education and the Condition of Black

Higher Education. (See Plan of Action)

In order to formulate its recammendatians from a sound base, the Committee requestec

a number of research reports. In view of the short life of the Committee and the

enormity of its mandate, the decision was made to supplement staff developed

reports with commissioned works in order to more fully respond to the Charter.

As time and resources permit, some of the studies will be issued separately while

others will be summarized in the final report.

20
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Published Reports

During 1979, the Committee published three research reports - two developed by

the staff at the direction of the Committee and ane prepared under contract.

Access of Black Americans to 111&5 Education: How Open is the 'Door? - was

virtually canpleted in 1978, but was not approved for publication until the

March 1979 meeting.

Prepared by the Committee staff, with Ms. Linda J. lambert as the principal

researcher, this report responds to the first Charter function. It documents

the quality of the participation of Blacks in higher education and cites the

barriers to their full participation. Recommendations are posed for actions

which will increase and enhance Black access to and participation in higher

education. It views access not only in terms of entering higher education but

also in terms of the distribution among the various types of institutions and

courses of study and matriculation through to graduation.

Black Colleges and Universities: An Essential CompaltofaDenemf

Higher Education - was prepared by the Cammittee staff, with Ms. Glenda Partee-

Scott as the principal researcher. It emphasizes the importance of maintaining

maxinaum access points for Black Americans through a diversified system of higher

education. In response to Charter functicn 3, it makes recommendations regard-

ing ways that Federal programs and policies can be used to plan for the future

role and healthy development of the historically Black colleges, as well as for

other institutions which serve large numbers of Black students.

Public requests for the Access report far exceeded our expectations, and the supply

fran a second printing is exhausted. The Committee has requested that this report

be updated and reissued.

15 . 21



Both of the above reports were placed an sale by the U. S. Goverment Printing

Office.

A third report was prepared under contract. Entitled The Black Educational

PoliResearcher:tsdnatimalResource, by Dr. Stephen J. Wright, it

responds to item 5 in the Committee's Charter regarding "the stimulation and

encouragement of uore,sCholarship and research by Blacks on questions of public

policy relating to the educational needs of Blades and the promotion of these

results at the Federal, regional and State levels."

This report sets forth reasons for the paucity of research and scholarship by

Black researchers, recommends remedies to this problem, and suggests ways and

means for stimulating and encouraging more research by Blacks en policy questions

relating to the educational needs of Blacks.

In addition to the published research projects, the Committee's Annual Reports

have dealt with pertinent issues as well as the Committee's yearly activities.

The first Annual Report, Higher Education Equity: The Crisis of .V2earance

Versus Reality (published in June 1978), presents a statistical overview of the

status of Black participation in higher education. Because the data revealed

that true equity has yet to be realized, the Committee's purpose was to high-

141t some of the critical areas demanding immediate attention in order to

prepare the way for subsequent recommendations. Pursuant to this objective, the

report identifies as especially significant the disparity in high school cam-

pletion rates, the continued importance of historically Black oolleges, the

skewed distribution of Black students among academic fields of study, the minimal

representation of Blacks in graduate and professional training, and the need to

increase the numbers of Black faculty and administrators in institutions of hi,gher

education. In this report, the Oammittee stated that the lack of a cceprehensive

Federal policy an equity was sufficient cause for the Secretary to reaffirm the
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Charter mandate and assure the Committee the staff and financial resources

necessary to accomplish its task.

The Annual Report for Calendar Year 1978 (published in 1979) describes Committee

activities during that year. Among the issues on which recammeadations were

made to the Secretary were:

Tuition tax credits for middle income families

The proposed Department of Education

Revised regulations for the Developing Institutions Program

Recognitim and encouragement of the Adams States for negotiating
in good faith

Since the published reports are available, either fran the Cannittee office or

from the U. S. Government Printing Office, we have not gone into great detail

here regarding their content. On the other hand, only office copies of commis-

sioned research reports are currently available in the office of the Program

Delegate to the Cannittee.

Below is given the rationale for each commissioned study and a summary of its

contents.



Commissioned Research

The Committee requested and received funds to commission papers as background for

its recommendations to the Secretary. A total of 16 papers has been commissioned

at a total cost of $86,003. The remainder of the research budget was used for

editorial services. (For a complete listing of the projects and costs, see

Appendix F). The Committee felt that only those researchers should be chosen to

produce papers who have demonstrated sensitivity to the uniqueness of Black higher

education through their work, research, and practical experience.

The Committee used researchers from private industry and from predominantly white

as well as predominantly Black colleges and universities and relied upon indivi-

duals whose credentials ranged fran long-established careers and accomplishments

in Black higher education to talented, less well-known scholars whose projects

were in part shaped by their own participation. Due to the short life of the

Committee, it was decided that the commissioned work would serve to supplement

the staff-developed reports in order to more fully respond to the Charter. Thus,

each of these reports was commissioned to respond to a specific function in the

the Charter.

When all of the findings are reviewed as a composite, the result is a general

view of Black higher education. Overall, it can be stated that this is a most

crucial period for the continued advancement of Black participation in higher

education. Whether the Nation reaffirms the egalitarian principles formulated

as the result of the Civil Rights Movement or succumbs to neoconservative demands

for an end to the support of such designs is a question for whidh a clear-cut

answer is unobtainable at the present time. that is clear, however, is that

much remains to be done to achieve equity for Blacks and to strengthen the

historically Black colleges (HBC's). There is a dearth of Black policymakers
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at the Federal and. State levels, a condition worsened by the notable absence of

Blacks among the few national educational associations that speak for higher

education. Nbre menacing is the realization that questions of equity do not seem

to loan large in the minds of people who influence higher education policy, a

situation which anticipates the strategy of benign ignorance espoused by neocan-

servative critics of a systemic commitment to educational equality. Black colleges

are bearing disproportionate burdens in integrating faculty and staff and, despite

their relatively small rambe4 continue to produce a significant share of Black

baccalaureate, master's, first professional and doctorate degrees. In predomi-

nantly white institutions, Blacks continue to be isolated within a hostile

environment and are now confronted by an institutional mentality which has grown

tired of maintaining its obligation of special services for disadvantaged and

low-income students.

To serve as background material for subsequent reports, the Committee commissioned

two papers to Dr. Faustine Janes, Senior Fellow at the Institute for the Study

of Educational Policy, and currently, interim Editor of the Journal of No

Education at Howard University. The first is entitled "Systemic Problems Affecting

the Participation of Blacks in Higher Education" and corresponds to Charter area

#11, "increasing the quality of Black higher education and the numbers of Bladk

Americans able to participate more fully in American society." Through a survey

of governmental, institutional, and individual research, Dr. Janes examined the

systemic factors working against equal opportunity for Blacks and the impact of

these factors an Black participation in higher education. She found that the

momentum for equality has been threatened by current social uncertainty and that

continued socioeconomic inequality prevents Blacks from gaining the educational

and career credultials necessary for parity. She contends that institutionalized

racism remains the most powerful barrier to Black educational, political and econo-

mic participation and that the Federal Government must be the agent to end the



vicious cycle endemic to racism. Because the end of segregation in education

has not brought an end to inferior educational opportunity, the Black colleges

must be retained to provide their unique service to the Black community. Her

recommendations to counteract these factors include a continuation of affirma-

tive action as a requirement for the achievement of equality and justice.

Dr. Jones' second report, "The Impact of Neoconservatism an Black Colleges and

BlaCks in Higher Education," addresses Charter areas #2, Opportunities for Success,

and #3, "the analysis of and planning for the future role and healthy development

of the historically Black colleges." Through a literature search, Dr. Janes

examined the neoccnservative movement, its impact an policies and programs, and

the threat it presents to the future survival of HBC's and to educational parity.

Because they once championed liberal causes, the influence of the neoconservatives

is greatly enhanced by their reputation, their stature, and their ability to affect

public policy. The ueoconservatives argue that Blacks have made tremendous social

progress, making further Federal assistance unnecessary and not worth the cost.

Affirmative action has been their Chief target of attack. By denouncing the value

and quality of the HBC's, the neoccnservatives are threatening the future of these

institutions in much the same manner they have undermined social programs by

blaming Blacks for the historic scars of racism and discrimination. To camhat the

neocanservative philosophy, Dr. Jones reccumends that a coalition of Americans

ccmmitted to equality and justice must take the offensive and propose effective

social Change which will pramote the interests of the entire society, not just

the power elite.

One other report was ccninissicned to provide background material. Mary Roper, a
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Research Associate in private industry, was charged with preparing 'Development

of a Profile of Current Thinking on Equity in. Higher Education". Her work relates

to Charter area #4, the development of a set of guidelines to support the defini-

tion of equity for Blacks in higher education. Through a literature search, Mrs.

Roper identified current thinking an equity by historical review and timely

analysis, outlined a definition of equity which has policy implications pertinent

to Black higher education, and developed a bibliography. Mrs. Roper found that

the history of equity for Blacks is directly tied to the outcomes of legislative

and judicial considerations at the Federal and State levels. Only within the last

fifteen years has there been concern for equity in higher education,: with most of

the effort relating to the Higher Education Act of 1965 or to the Adams litigation.

Current thinking, however, tends to define equity in terms of the rights of white

Americans, thus antagonizing a new racist awareness illustrated by the anti-

affirmative action, neoconservative mood dominating contemporary political and

social philosophy. Since higher education is perhaps the greatest resource avail-

able for Blacks to attain an equitable share of the American dream, it is imperative

that higher education equity include some attention to making up for those

situations where legal and moral sanctions prevented Blacks from achieving equity.

With this in mind, Mrs. Roper defines higher education equity as "the achieve-

ment of a situation wherein every individual with the ability to pursue such is

allowed to do so without respect to limiting quotas or artifically cooperative

measures". Basic to this definition is the recognition that Blacks have been

victimized in the past and cannot be expected to achieve without sere initial

acceleration.



In order to gauge the present status of Black participation in higher

education and the current conditions of HBC's, the Committee commis-

sioned a number of studies in these areas. The first, "A Report on

the Status of Blacks in Higher Education", was prepared by Dr. Barbara

Love and addresses Charter areas #4, the development of a research

base to support inquiry in the area of equity, and #6, the evaluation

of Federal, regional, and State efforts in improving the status of

Blacks in higher education. Dr. Lo-Ve, Executive Director of the Black

Women's Research and Development Center in Washington, D.C., and an

Associate Professor at the Center for Urban Education at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst, assessed the participation of Black

administrators, faculty, and students in institutions of higher educa-

tion and made recommendations regarding necessary action. Using data

from reports of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the HEW Office for

Civil Rights, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the HEW

National Center for Education Statistics, and other selected references,

Dr. Love found that Black faculty and staff are confronted with cur-

rent inequities in appointments, promotions, tenure status, and

salaries. In 1975, only 7 percent of all administrators and 4.4

percent of all higher education faculty were Black, of which over

one-third of the administrators and almost two-fifths of Black faculty

were employed in the BBC's. Only 3 percent of all tenured faculty

were Black in 1975, and in the HBC's, 42.6 percent of white tenured

faculty but only 33.5 percent of the Blacks with tenure held the rank

of full professor. Furthermore, in 1975, in higher education generally,

the median salaries for Black administrators and faculty were signi-

ficantly lower than those for whites. With regard to enrollment,

Dr. Love found that in 1977, Blacks made up 11 percent of the total
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student population but only 8.6 percent of students in their senior

year.

Similarly, in 1976, Blacks earned only 8.4 percent of all associate

degrees, 6.4 percent of baccalaureates, 6.6 percent of master's and

3.6 percent of all doctorates.

Leneta Gaines' study, "Historically Black Colleges and Universities:

The State of the Art, 1975-78", was commissioned to lay out separately

the current conditions in the HBC's with particular attention to their

historical disadvantage, Charter area #3. Ms. Gaines, a former con-

sultant with the Institute for Services to Education's Office of

Policy Analysis and Research, used similar data sources as Dr. Love

to focus on the general, academic, and student characteristics; the

physical facilities/libraries; degrees awarded; and finances in the

HBC's. Through her analysis, Ms. Gaines discovered that HBC's have

diversified their curriculum offerings in step with the expansion of

career opportunities for Black graduates and continue to produce a

significant proportion of Black baccalaureate, master's and first

professional degree recipients. In those States which house the

HBC's, these institutions enroll nearly one-third of all Black stu-

dents and, as Dr. Love discovered, provide a sizable market for the

employment of Black faculty and administrators. Despite these

achievements, the financial stability of the HBC's remains marginal,

at best, and still suffers from inequitable patterns of Federal aid

to higher education institutions.

In the area of graduate and professional education, Charter area #10,

the Committee authorized David Ruffin, former Legislative Assistant

to the U.S. House of Representatives' Subcommittee on Equal Oppor-

tunity, to undertake an appropriate study. Entitled, "The Status
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of Blacks in Graduate and Professional Education", Mr. Ruffin's

report examines the participation of Blacks in graduate and pro-

fessional programs and includes a summary of recommendations for

improvement, including the enhancement of graduate programs in the

HBC's as a potential solution. Mr. Ruffin reviewed existing litera-

ture and research and solicited additional comments from various

sources in the field. Mr. Ruffin's report is particularly significant

since graduate and professional participation has far-reaching impli-

cations not only in the educational arena but also in direct service

to the Black community. Black enrollment in advanced study has

stagnated in recent years and remains minimal in scientific and

technological areas. Black graduate students face formidable finan-

,cial barriers and receive less Federal and institutional support than

whites, especially in the form of teaching and research assistant-

ships. The pool of eligible Black students continues to be small

because of the high school dropout rate, inadequate secondary and

undergraduate preparation, negative and inappropriate counseling,

and less exposure to non-traditional career fields. There is a

general lack of institutional commitment to recruitment and reten-

tion, and in the face of financial pressures, minority programs are

among the first to be discontinued.

In the last fifteen years, Black students for the first time have

been able to attend the more prestigious institutions throughout

the Nation. Consequently, the Committee commissioned Dr. Donald

Smith, Professor of Education at Bernard M. Baruch College of the

City University of New York, to examine what happens to Blacks at

predominantly white institutions, especially the most prestigious.

Entitled "Admissions and Retention Problems of Black Students at
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Seven Predominantly White Universities", Dr. Smith's study addresses

Charter area #8, "to review and identify means to increase access,

retention, and graduation of Blacks". Through interviews with Black

students, faculty, and administrators, questionnaires, and a

review of institutional documents, Dr. Smith investigated the situa-

tions at public and private institutions in the East, Midwest, South,

and West. He discovered that the conflicting view between what most

Black students feel is important for their cultural-emotional develop-

ment and what the majority of white faculty and administrators feel

is good for the entire institution is a source of considerable confu-

sion and tension for Black students. White faculty and administrators

admitted that their schools represent alienated atmospheres for Black

students and that the administrations are growing tired of socializing

young Blacks and now want to recruit only "prep-school" Blacks who

are already able to cope with the predominantly white culture found

at prestigious schools. Significantly, Dr. Smith found serious racial

conflict present at all of the institutions except the one in the

South. The underlying cause of this tension is the situation con-

fronting Black students wherein not only are they under the enormous

academic pressure facing all students but also they must overcome

a racial dichotomy of perceived inferiority on the one hand, and

a loss of individuality as symbols of the race, on the other.

In anticipation of the situation highlighted by Dr. Smith, the Com-

mittee authorized Dr. Raymond Hall, Associate Professor of Sociology

at Dartmouth College, to conduct a study reviewing intervention

programs at predominantly white and Black colleges, Charter area #2.

Dr. Hall's report, "Black Students in Higher Education", will analyze
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successful programs, sensitive to the needs of Black students, at

twelve schools through the use of a survey instrument to evaluate

these programs and through interviews with key personnel. To date,

the contract has not been completed.

The Committee commissioned another study relating to Charter area #2,

"special needs", which also covers Charter area #8, the financing

of the neediest students. As Director of Educational Services for

the Ada S. McKinley Community Services in Chicago, Illinois, Mr.

Silas Purnell will bring special insights to his study, "The Problems

of Low-Income Students in Higher Education: A Community Perspec-

tive". Mr. Purnell is examining the problems encountered by Black

students in the financial aid process and will recommend solutions

and model programs. He is reviewing admissions and financial aid

policies, retention, racism, environmental factors, and other

deterrents to Black academic achievement. In a preliminary draft,

Mr. Purnell contends that financial aid difficulties are compounded

by Government indifference, institutional apathy, and a lack of

commitment on the part of Black and white professionals who put

Black students in a stressful, no-win situation. The most persidtent

problem for low-income Blacks is the difficulty in obtaining effec-

tive financial aid information, especially at colleges outside their

immediate area. Even when this information is available, the

packaging of financial aid is most often a mystery to low-income

Blacks. As did Dr. Smith, Mr. Purnell found that most predominantly

white colleges are not committed to helping Black students but,

rather, want Black students to adjust to the institution.
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The third area of concern for the Committee's commissioned research

focuses on programs, policy, and planning to increase Black parti-

cipation in higher education. Franklin Moore, Associate Director

of Admissions at Princeton University (New Jersey), was charged

with the development of specific recommendations on pre-college

programs aimed toward increasing access, especially for disadvan-

taged, low-income Black high school students, Charter areas #2 and

AnIt7 Mr. Moore's paper, "Recommendations on Pre-College Programs to

Increase Access", is based on an ERIC computer search, a survey of

50 State Education Departments, the identification of privately-

funded programs, a telephone survey, and a review of pertinent

literature. He found that the vast majority of Black professionals

are graduates of HBC's as are those in postitions that require a

baccalaureate degree. In recent times, however, the "cream of the

crop" Black students have been able to attend predominantly white

institutions. Depsite a number of Federal and privately-funded

programs which grew out of the Civil Rights era, Mr. Moore found

no programs within the confihes of his sample that were designed

to increase the numbers of Blacks in professional areas and v!:tu-

ally no planning at the State level to improve the academic preparation

of Blacks and minorities in secondary schools.

The Committee commissioned Dr. Elvalee Banks to identify programs

currently in use which were designed to improve the status of Blacks

in higher education and to analyze monitoring mechanisms at the

regional, State, and local levels to see that these policies are

carried out, Charter area #7. Entitled "Policies, Practices and

Monitoring Systems to Improve the Status of Blacks in Higher Educa-
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tion," the report focuses on the monitoring units of State Departments

of Education as well as those for four individual institutions in

Maryland, Georgia, New York, and California. Dr. Banks, Professor

and Chairperson of the Department of Administration and Supervision

at the University of the District of Columbia, administered a

questionnaire to the heads of the monitoring units and reviewed

appropriate literature in order to assess State policies, evaluative

techniques and monitoring systems, and institutional involvement.

She found that few State agencies maintain a data base on Blacks

in higher education and, except for the Adams States, few have

monitoring or review procedures. Because there are no established

formats for the clear interpretation of data, the absence of formal

monitoring procedures in agencies at the institutional, State, and

Federal levels means that equal educational opportunity goals will

not be realized. The program goals of the four institutions are

unclear, and it is difficult to measure the improvement in Black

participation. For substantial headway to be made it will be neces-

sary to develop a uniform monitoring system so that the quality of

data on the status of Blacks in higher education will be made useful.

In order to obtain a sense of perspective on the planning issue,

the Committee contracted with Dr. Joel Nwagbaraocha for a report,

"Review of Long-Range Planning in Higher Education." Dr. Nwagbaraocha,

Vice-President of University Planning and Operations Analysis and

Associate Professor of Education at Morgan State University (Maryland),

reviewed the state of the art of existing long-range planning projects

and highlighted how Black participation will be affected by projected

future trends for the entire higher education community, Charter

area #11. He collected data by contacting a number of institutions
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and Federal and State agencies with a supplementary review of

pertinent literature. Planning in the 1920's-40's was essentially

uncoordinated and only became regional in concept between 1945-50

with the development of the National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems. In the 1950's, the process began to be charac-

terized by "planning for more" with the emphasis on increased

enrollment and tax dollars and by the. 1960's had become more

systematic. The planning for growth had ended by 1975, however,

and the process is now marked by consideration of the downturn in

enrollment nationwide along with the tightening of Federal, State

and private funds.

For an in-depth review of specific State planning efforts, the

Committee called upon Dr. Leonard Haynes, Director, Office for

Advancement of Public Negro Colleges, National Association of State

Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. Dr. Haynes examined the plan-

ning activities of New York, Georgia, California, and Maryland, as

well as the Federal Government::, with special emphasis on past

implementations and future proposals, Charter area #7. In his report,

"An Examination of the Planning Efforts of Selected States and the

Federal Government to Improve the Status of Blacks in Higher Educa-

tion," Dr. Haynes interviewed the chief planning personnel in the

four States which were chosen because they best represent a broad-

based commitment to higher education. His comparative analysis

enabled him to propose an idealized planning system support. Signi-

ficantly, Dr. Haynes found that the focus of educational policy has

not improved the status of Blacks since increased access and comple-

tion rates have not been accomplished through planning processes, In



California, efforts have not been consistent and moreover, recent

developments coupled with the diminished visibility of Blacks portend

a gloomy outlook for increased Black participation. In Georgia and

Maryland what planning that has been formulated has been largely the

result of the Adams litigation. Only in New York, because of a

strong planning authority, have efforts to improve Black status been

effective. Most distressing is the emergence of a new environment

in which rising educational costs and competition from other interests

may spell an end to future advances for Blacks.

Since planning and policy development are equal components in the

formulation of a national strategy for higher education, the Com-

mittee authorized Dr. John Griffin to conduct a study examining

the involvement of Blacks in research and policy-making in major

private associations, foundations, and agencies, Charter area #6.

Dr. Griffin, former Executive Director of the Southern Education

Foundation in Atlanta, selected three foundations, three associations,

and three agencies and gathered data through questionnaires and

personal interviews. His project, "Participation of Blacks in Re-

search and Policy Development Affecting Higher Education in Selected

Institutes, Associations, and Foundations," reveals that research

is not basic to the development of policy for higher education, as

had been assumed. Rather, policy-making is developed through the

knowledge and opinions of staff and the organization's constituency

along with information resulting from consultations with other groups.

What research that is done has little Black input, and this may account

for the fact that research about Blacks in higher education conforms to

reporting purposes in that it focuses on numbers rather than on more

subtle and difficult issues. Although only 5 to 10 percent of approxi-
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mately 865 foundations have Blacks in decision-making roles, Dr.

Griffin found that Blacks do participate in policy development as

it is actually carried out and that in cases where policy affecting

Blacks is made by white staffs, decisions are often submitted to

Black advisory committees for validation. The report includes

recommendations that private efforts to improve the quality of data

be continued and that awareness and sensitivity not be confused.

In a report published by the Committee in December of 1979, Dr.

Stephen Wright continued the investigation of the utilization of

Black research potential. Entitled "The Black Educational Policy

Researcher: An Untapped National Resource," the report suggests

effective ways to stimulate more scholarship and research by Blacks

on educational policy relating to the needs of Blacks, Charter area

#5. Dr. Wright, former Vice President of the College Entrance

Examination Board and former President of Fisk University and the

United Negro College Fund, questioned 40 knowledgeable Black educa-

tors and social scientists on the paucity of Black researchers and

possible remedies. Dr. Wright found that the great majority of

studies affecting Blacks have been conducted by whites and, except

for the Institute for the Study of Educational Policy, the situation

has changed very little over the years. Because Black researchers

bring very different perspectives and more sensitive backgkounds

to the research effort, it is imperative for Blacks to participate

in the solution of educational problems that affect them. Accord-

ing to Dr. Wright, nothing substantial is likely to happen in this

area until there is a genuine commitment on the part of Black

leadership to provide the necessary initiative along yltn founda-

tion and Federal support.
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The last study currently under contract by the Committee is "Corporate

Support and the Financing of Black Higher Education and Black Colleges."

In order to analyze funding policies that have influenced the growth

of Black colleges, Dr. Barbara Powell, Assistant to the Vice Presi-

dent for Government and Community Affairs at Harvard University,

described the involvement of seven major corporate entities in the

support of Black higher education and Black colleges. Additionally,

Dr. Powell reviewed Federal support for direct institutional aid

through Title III of the Higher Education Act and indirect aid

through student assistance in Title IV, Charter areas #6 and 8.

Dr. Powell's findings are similar to those of Dr. Griffin's in that

her analysis revealed no specific corporate policy toward Black

higher education but a recognition of Black colleges as beneficiaries

of actual giving practices. Philanthropy represents the oldest

source of support for Black higher education. Based on Dr. Powell's

study it is estimated that roughly 15 to 17 percent of total corpo-

rate contributions to education are targeted toward Blacks and other

minorities. Because the amount of funds contributed is dependent

on individual requests, it is vital that information on resources

be widely disseminated. With regard to Federal funding, Dr. Powell

found that without direct aid from Title III, many of the private

Black colleges would likely be forced to close. Since 1972, however,

Federal funding for higher education has shifted to indirect finan-

cial support through student assistance and in 1976, more than 80

percent of the students in private Black colleges were receiving

some combination of financial aid.
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PLAN OF ACIUN

Early in 1978 the Committee adopted a conceptual framework for accomplishing

its goals and objectives. Priorities were set, and a timetable was established

contingent upon extension of its Charter and receipt of requested financial and

staff resources. Although the Cammittee was extended through renewal of the

Charter, persodnel and financial resources were not granted until a later date.

Hence, the Committee had to review its timetable, eliminate same of the planned

reports, and limit the depth and analysis of studies it had planned to under-

take.

The Plan of Action lays out five major goals which incorporate the twelve areas

of the Committee's Charter. The first four goals, and their corresponding

objectives, will result in interim reports which will provide the background to

"support the deliberations of the COmmittee, as well as the postulation of sound

recorarendations regarding Federal policy considerations..."* The fifth goal en-

campasses two objectives. First, based on the interim background reports, the

Committee plans to develop its recommendations and advice related to the areas

in the Charter. Second, it will prepare a long-range plan for increasing the

participation of Black. Americans in higher education and enhancing the histori-

cally Black colleges and universities, as well as mechanisms for evaluating progress

based on stated goals and objectives. These efforts will comprise the final

report of the Committee and will provide the Secretary of Education with the

advice and recommendations regarding all approaches to the higher education of

Black Americans as well as the needs of historically Black colleges and universi-

ties, as noted in its Charter. The fifth and sixth objectives, out of necessity,

constitute the fifth priority since the first four goals/objectives must be reached

before the fifth goal can be completed.

'March 3, 19/8 Memorandum from Nolen M. Ellison to the Members of the National

Advisory Committee; Subject: 'Proposed 1978 Work Plan Discussion Paper."
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These goals and their corresponding objectives follow.

GOAL I. Access (Increasing Participation)

A. Review and identification of the several

courses of action necessary to raise

substantially the participation of Blacks in

ali forms of productive postsecondary

education. (Charter area #1)

B. Developing recommendations relative to

creative alternative ways of,increasing the

numbers of Blacks entering and completing

graduate and professional degree programs.
(Charter area #10)

Objective No. 1

To complete the analysis of and prepare a report with

recammendations on the problems of access to higher

education related to Black American participation.

MAL II. Opportunities for Success (Quality Improvements)

A.

B.

Developing recommendations related to

program alternatives which are sensitive and

responsive to the special needs,

requirements and aspirations of Black

youths. (Charter area #2)

Review and identification of means to

increase access, retention and graduation of

Blacks from institutions of higher education

at the graduate, undergraduate and

professional school levels. (Charter area

#9)

Objective No. 2

To complete the analysis of and prepare a report with

recommendations on current programs supported by the

Federal Government which are intended to assure successful

experiences of Black students in institutions of higher

education.
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GOAL III. Opportunity/Options (Institutional Diversity)

A: Make recommendations related to the analysis

of and planning for the future role and

healthy development of the historically

Black colleges and their relationship to

expanding the number of Blacks enrolled in

higher education nationally and regionally.

(Charter area #3)

B. Make recommendations related to the

development of approaches to the financing

of the neediest students and the

institutions with the heaviest

concentration of Blacks. (Chartel. area #8)

Objective No. 3

To analyze issues related to diversity in American

higher education with specific focus on the uniqueness of

America's historically Black coeges with recommendations

requiring National and State actions.

GOAL IV. Objectives

Make recommendations regarding:

A.

B.

C.

the development of a research system base

capable of supporting ongoing inquiry in the

area of equity, the expansion of existing

research, and the commissioning of original
empirical research on topics germane to the

Advisory Cbmnittee's charge. (Charter area

#4)

the stimulation and encouragement of more

scholarship and research by Blacks on

questions of public policy relating to the

educational needs of Blacks and the

promotion of these results at the Federal,

regional ana State levels. (Charter area

#5)

the evaluation and nonitoring of the impact

of Federal, regional, or State efforts in

the public and private sectors in improving

the status of Blacks in higher education.

(Charter area #6)



D. the evaluation and monitoring of current and

developing Federal, regional, or State

policies designed to equalize educational,
opportunities for Blacks and improve access
for larger numbers of Blacks in higher

education. (Charter area #V)

E. the assessment of the resultant

implementation of policy decisions and

recommendations. (Charter area #12)

Objective No. 4

To analyze the current gaps in the Nation's planning,

research and evaluation support systems related to ongoing

support of sound national programming and public policy

decision-making related to Black Americans in higher

education and Black college needs.

MAUI. Development of a 25-Year Plan Related to Improvement
of1122!ft2atuDities for Blacks in Higher Education
and the Condition of Black Bisher Education

The analytical work considered by the Commdttee, as
well as the policy recommendations, will contribute to

the development of a. 25-Year Plan of Advancement for

increasing the quality of Black higher education-and
the numbers of Blacks able to participate successfully
in institutions of higher learning and in the broader

American Society. (Charter area #11)

Objective No. 5

To prepare such analytical reports, recommendations
and periodic reports capable of satisfying the achievement
of the stated goals and objectives established for the

Committee.

Objective No. 6

To prepare a preliminary framework for the 25-Year

Plan designed to assure full participation and success of

institutions serving the needs of Black Americans.
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RECCMMENDATIONS

The Committee's Charter requires submission of an annual report. However,

it also states that "Nothing herein shall be interpreted as precluding inter-

mittent special reports and recommendations throughout the year." Thus, in

addition to the recommendations contained in its published reports the

Committee made a lumber of other recommendations in correspondence to appro-

priate Department officials.

In 1979, a number of issues surfaced which stimulated the Committee to forward

recommendations forthwith because of their potential impact on Blacks in higher

education and/or the historically Black colleges and universities. The bulk of

these reoomnandations related to the still pending reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act of 1965 or to the proposed Federal Education Department.

However, a number of the recammandations had to do with securing the necessary

personnel and financial resources required by the Committee to carry out its

mandate as stated in the Charter.

Beyond the issues related to the Committee's resources, the following summary

is provided of letters of recommendation forwarded during 1979. The full text

of each of these letters, along with other pertinent correspondence and replies,

appears in Appendix G.

Date Subject

04/18/79 Honorable Joseph Califano, Jr. Reauthorization recommendation for

Dr. Mary F. Berry Student Financial Assistance, Grad

Dr. Ernest L. Boyer ate and Professional Opportunity
Program, TRIO, and Developing Inst
tutions Programs. The Committee
recommendations stressed that the
new legislative proposals and regu,

lations_should support rather than
slow progress toward equal educati
opportunity.
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Date To

06/15/79 Honorable Joseph Califano, Jr.
Dr. Mary F. Berry
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer

06/19/79 Honorable Joseph Califano, Jr.
Dr. Mary F. Berry
Dr..Ernest L. Boyer

06/30/79 Honorable Walter Mondale
President of the Senate
Honorable Mamas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Speaker of the House of
Representatives

Honorable Joseph Califano, Jr.
Dr. Mary F. Berry
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer

08/30/79 Honorable Patricia R. Harris

09/10/79 Honorable Patricia R. Barris
Dr. Nary F. Berry
Commissioner of Education

09/26/79 Dr. Mary F. Berry
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Subject

Letter transmitting the Committee's
report, Access of Bie..ck Americans
to Higher Education: How Open is
the Door?, which documents the quality
of the participation of Blacks in
higher education and cites the
barriers to their full participation.
The report also offers reoammenda-
tions for actions in focused areas
for increasing and enhancing their
access and participation.

Letter transmitting resolution
passed unanimously by the Committee
at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama on
June 4, 1979,'recommending that Title
III of the Higher Education Act be
made explicitly for the benefit of
Black colleges and universities.

Letters of transmittal accompanying
the Committee's Second Annual Report,
which details briefly some of the,
major issues the Cammittee addressed
during calendar year 1978. ,

letter congratulating Ms. Harris
on her appointment as Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and asking that the
Advisory °committee be extended beyond
December 22, 1979.

letter transmitting the Committee's
report, Black Colleges and Univer-
sities:
a Diverse System of Higher E-ducation,
which underscores the past and pre-
sent role of historically Black,
colleges and universities and offers
recommendations for support and en-
hancement of these institutions.

Response to questions posed by
Dr. Berry during her visit at the
September meeting of the Committee
with reference to the future of edu-
cation advisory oammittees in general
and to the future of this Committee
in particular.



Date To Subject

11/01/79 Honorable Patricia R Harris Letter transmitting the Cannittee's

Dr. Mary F. Berry report, ThlheBlackEducationai

Researcher: ta. 4ationa

11/05/79 Dr. Mary F. Berry

11/05/79 Dr. Mary F. Berry

source, i sets or reasons

for the paucity of research and
scholarship by Blacks on the problems
of Blacks, recommaads remedies, and
suggests ways and means for dissemi-
nating the results at the local, State.
and Federal levels.

Position paper expressing Committee's
viewpoints on unresolved issues
relating to the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act pending in
the Congress.

Recommended that there be an Office
of Policy Analysis and Development
related to the Education of Black
Americans within the new Education

Department.

Chile the Committee did not receive formal responses to each of the recommenda-

tions* proffered, there is every indication that they were considered, not only

by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, but by the wider community

as well. Testimony before Congressional cannittees and speeches by high level

Federal officials relied heavily on analyses developed by the National Advisory

Committee an Mac:, .dgher Education and Black Colleges and Universities. Further,

several ac cons occurred which reflected the Committee's impact on the issues

raised.

In response to the Cannittee's resolution that Title III of the Higher Educa-

tion Act explicitly benefit Black colleges and universities, then HEW Secretary

Joseph Califano, Jr., instructed all operating units of HEW to broaden their

financial support to Black institutions, particularly in minimally funded pro-

grams. In addition, he pointed out that: the HEW agencies were increasing

*See Appendix G-2 for copies of correspondence respondingto-Committee's

recommendations.
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_tecnnical assistance to .wau insuiLutiuns in uLuel. Lu bl.Le.116LILV..1.1

to manage-Federal funds. And he,expressed_the_view_that-the

regulations, 1476ich emphasize the Federal Government's commitment to low-

income and minority students by providing support to the institutions that

serve them, are a major step toward implementing the Committee's resolution.

In addition, the Committee secured a waiver of the May 31, 1979 deadline for

the award of contract work, in recognition of the continuing staff burdens and

time constraints under which the Committee operated.

Finally, in December 1979, then HEW Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris extended

the life of the Committee through June 30, 1980, in recognition of its valuable

contributions to the public interest and to the performance of duties imposed

on the Department by law.
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APPENDIX A

The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities was
established in December 1976 to examine all approaches to the higher education of Black Americans as

well as the historically Black colleges and Universities and then to make recommendations to the.
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Assistant Secretary for Education, and the

Commissioner of Education in 12 specific areas.

Although the Committee was established 'n December 1976; the Notice of Establishment was not
published in the Federal Register until June 21, 1977, and the initial meeting was held in September
1977, nine months after it was established for a period of two years.

As required by its Charter, the membership consists of members knowledgeable about the higher
education of Blacks, the historically Black colleges and universities, and the economic,

educational, societal, and political realities in which public policy is made.

MEMBERSHIP

Dr. Elias Blake, Chairperson
President
Clark College
240 Chestnut Street, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30314

Dr. Laura Bornholdt
Vice President for Education
The Lilly Endowment, Inc.
2801 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208

Dr. William C. Brown
Director
Institute for Higher Educational
Opportunity

Southern Regional Education Board
130 6th Street, N.W
Atlanta, Georgia 30313

Dr. Nolen M. Ellison
District Chancellor
Cuyahoga Community College
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Dr. Luther H. Foster
President
Tuskegee Institute
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama 36088

Dr. Andrew Goodrich
Director, Educational Assistance

Program
Box 4383 - Room 1234 SEO
University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle

Chicago, Illinois 60680

Dr. Bertha G. Holliday
Assistant Professor
George Peabody College
of Vanderbilt University.

Campus Box 319
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

*Mrs. Cecile M. Springer was appointed March 1979.
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Dr. Charles A. Lyons
Chancellor
Fayetteville State University
Fayetteville, North Carolina 28301

Dr. Paul W. Murrill
Chancellor
Louisiana State University

at Baton Rouge
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

Dr. Henry Ponder
President
Benedict College
Columbia, South Carolina 29204

Dr. Gloria Scott
Vice President
Clark College
240 Chestnut Street, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30314

Dr. Herman B. Smith, Jr.
Chancellor
The University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
Pine Bluff, Arkansas 71601

Mrs. Cecile M. Springer*
Director, Contributions & Community. Affairs
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Westinghouse Building
Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

Dr. Kenneth Tollett
Director
Institute for the Study of
Educational Policy

Howard University - Dunbarton Campus
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dr.E. T. York*
Chancellor
State University System of Florida
107 West Gaines Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

__(One Vacancy)
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APPENDIX B

COMMITTEE STAFF

Program Delegate

Carol J. Smith

Consultants

Alfred L. Cooke
Linda J. Lambert
*Glenda Partee-Scott

Support Staff

*Sheila Y. Burris
Linda E. Byrd-Johnson
Mae H. Carter
J. Christopher Lehner
Patricia S. Luc=as

*Pamela Marshall
*Jacqueline Meadows
*Mary L. Nails
*Jo Ann Phillips
*Charlotte Thompson
*Richard E. Weise

Consultant (Editing)
Susan Coughlin

* These persons are no longer on the Committee staff.



APPENDIX C

THE SECRETARY Or HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20201

CHARTER
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION

AND BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

PURPOSE

The Secretary is responsible for the administration of various higher
education and civil rights programs mandated by statutes as these affect
the general population. Administration of these programs involves a
setting of priorities and an understanding.of interlocking social, political,
and economic complexities affecting black AmeriCans. The Secretary
requires the advice and recommendations of persons knowledgeable of the
impact of the mandated programs on the higher education of black Americans
in order to fulfill his responsibilities under statutes effectively.

AUTHORITY

20 USC 1233a.

This Committee is governed by the provisions of Part D of the General Education

Provisions Act (P.I . 90-247 Pe" 441F'74rd; 20 U.5,C. 1233 et ma.) and the

Federal Advisory Coouhittee Act. (P.L. 92-463; 5 U.S.C. Appendix I) which set

forth standards for the formation and use of advisory committees.

FUNCTIONS

The Committee advises the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the

Assistant Secretary for Education, and the Commissioner of. Education. The

Committee shall examine all approaches to higher education of black Americans
as well as the needs of historically black colleges and universities and in

particular shall advise and make recommendations in these areas:

(1) in the identification of the several courses of action to raise
substantially the participation Of blacks in all forms of productive

postsecondary education;

(2) in the development of alternatives sensitive to the special needs,

deprivations, and aspirations of black youths;

(3) in the analysis of and planning for the future role and healthy

development of the historically black colleges and their relationship

to expanding the numbers of blacks enrolled in higher education

nationally and regionally;

(4) in the development of a research base to support the definition of

equity, the expansion of existing research, and the commissioning of

original empirical-research;
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(5) in the stimulation, and encouragement of more scholarship and
research by blacks on questions of public policy relating
to the educational needs of blacks and the promotion of these
results at the Federal, regional, and State levels;

(6) in the evaluation and monitoring of the impact of Federal, regional,
or State efforts in the public and private sectors in improving
the status of blacks in higher education;

(7) in the, evaluation and monitoring of current and developing Federal,
regional, or State policies designed to equalize educational
opportunities for blacks and improve access for larger numbers of
blacks in higher education;

(8) in the development of approaches to the financing of the neediest
students and the institutions with the heaviest concentrations of
blacks;

(9) in the development of means to increase access, retention, and
graduation of blacks from institutions of higher education;

(10) in the development of alternative ways of increasing the numbers
of blacks entering and completing graduate and professional degree
programs;

(11) in recommending a twenty-five year plan for increasing the quality
of black higher education and the numbers of black Americans able
to participate more fully in American society because they have
successfully completed such education;

(12) in the assessment of the resultant implementation of policy decisions
and recommendations.

STRUCTURE

The Committee shall consist of fifteen (15) members appointed by the.
Secretary for terms not to exceed three (3) years. The Secretary shall
designate one of the fifteen (15) members as the Chairperson. Members shall
be persons who are knowledgeable about the higher education of blacks, the
historically black colleges and universities, and/or the economic, educational,
societal, and political realities in which public policy is made. At least
five of the fifteen members of the Committee shall be presidents of black
colleges and at least one member shall be from the business sector.
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Management and staff services shall be, provided by the Delegate to the

Committee appointed by the Deputy Commissioner for Higher and Continuing

Education.

MEETINGS

The Committee shall meet not less than four times each year with the

advance approval of the Commissioner or his designee. The Commissioner

or his designee shall approve the agenda for each meeting. Meetings

shall be open to the public except as may be determined otherwise by

the Commissioner. Public notice shall be made of all Committee meetings.

A Federal official shall be present at all meetings. Meetings shall be

conducted, and records of proceedings kept, as required by applicable

laws and Department regulations.

COMPENSATION

Members of the Committee who are not full-time employees of the Federal

Government shall be entitled to receive compensation at a rate of $100

per day, plus per diem and travel expenses in accordance with Federal

Travel' Regulations.

ANNUAL COST ESTIMATES

Estimated total annual costfor operating the Committee, including

compensation and tTavel expenses for members and consultant services

and research, but excluding staff support is $60,000. Estimated

person-years of staff support is five at an annual cost of $75,000.

REPORTS

The Committee shall submit to the Congress on or before June 30 of

each year an annual report which shall contain as a minimum a list of

the names and business addresses of the Committee members, a list of

the dates and places of the meetings, the functions of the Committee,

and a summary of Committee activities and recommendations made during'

the year. Such report shall be transmitted with the Commissioner's

annual report to Congress.
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A copyof the annual report shall be provided to the Department and
Office of. Education Committee Management. Officers.

Nothing herein shall be interpreted as precluding intermittent special
reports and recommendations throughout the year.

DURATION

Unless renewed by appropriate action prior to its expiration, the
National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges
and Universities shall terminate December 22, 1979.

APPROVED:

DEC 7 1978
Date
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APPENDIX D

100 Historically Black ColleRes and Universities, which were still

predominantly Black as, of Fall 1978, by State*

Level/Highest Offering 1/

Northeast

Pennsylvania (2)

Control

theyney State College, Cheyney 19319 tI Public

Lincoln University, Lincoln University 19352 . M Public

North Central

Ohio (2)

Central State University, Wilberforce 45384
Wilberforce University, Wilberforce 45384

South

Alabama (12)

Public
Private

Alabama A&M University, Normal 35762 M+ Public

Alabama Lutheran Academy and College,?/
Selma 36701 2 Private

Alabama State University, Montgomery 36101 M+ Public

Lawson State Community College,
Birmingham 35221 2 Public

Lomax-Hannon Junior College, Greenville 36037 2 Private

Miles College, Birmingham 35208 B Private_

Oakwood College, Huntsville 35806 B Private

S,D. Bishop State Alunior College, Mobile 36603 2 Public

Selma University Selma 36701 B Private

Stillman College, Tuscaloosa 35401 B Private

Talladega College, Talladega 35160 B Private

Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute 36088 1.142 Private

Arkansas (4)

Arkansas Baptist Collegef/Little Rock 72202 B Private

Philander Smith College, Little Rock 72203 B Private

Shorter College, Little Rock 72114 2 Private

University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff,
Pine Bluff 71601 B Public

Delaware

Delaware State College, -Dover 19901 B Public._
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Level/Highest Offering Control

SOUTH (Con It)

District of Columbia (1)

'Howard University, Washington, D.C. 20059 P,D Private

Florida (4)

Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona Beach 32015 B Private
Edward Waters College, Jacksonville 32209 B Private
Florida A&M University, Tallahassee 32307 M Public
Ilorida Memorial College, Mari 33054 B Private

Georgia (10)

Albany State College, Albany 31705 B Public
Atlanta University, Atlanta 30314 D Private
Clark College, Atlanta 30314 B Private
Fort Valley State College, Fort Valley 31030 M Public
Interdenominational Theological Center,
Atlanta 30314 P,D Private

Morehouse College, Atlanta 30314 B Private
Morris Brown College, Atlanta 30314 B Private
Paine College, Augusta 30901 B Private
Savannah State College, Savannah 31404 M Public
Spielman College, Atlanta 30314 B Private

Kentucky (1)

Kentucky State University, Frankfort 40601

Louisiana (6)

Public

Dillard Vniversity, New Orleans 70122 B Private
Grambling State University, Grambling 71245 M Public
Southern University A&M College,
Baton Rouge 70813 M,P Public

Southern University in New Orlears,
New Crleans 70126 B Public
Southern University Shreveport-Bossier,
Community Campus, Shreveport, 71107 2 Public
Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans
70125 M Private

Maryland (4)

Bowie State College, Bowie 20715 M Public
Coppin State College, Baltimore 21216 M Public
Mbrgen State University, Baltimore 21239 D Public
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore,
Princess kin 21853 M Public
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Level/Highest Offering Control

=Ea (Con't)

Mississippi (11)

Alcorn State University, Lorman 39096 M Public

Coahoma Junior College, Clarksdale 38614 2 .5 Public

Jackson State University, Jackson 39217 M+ Public

Mary Holmes College, West Point .39773 2 Private

Mississippi Industrial Colle&.2/
Holly Springs 38635 B Private

Mississippi Valley State University,
Itta Bena 38941 M Public

Natchez Junior College, Natchez 39120 3, 2 Private

Prentiss Normal and Industrial Institute;
Prentiss 39474 2 Private

Rust College, Holly Springs 38635 B Private
Tougaloo College, Tougaloo 39174 B Private
Utica.Junior College, Utica 39175 2 Public

North Carolina (11)

Barber-Scotia College, Concord 28025 B Private

Bennett College, Columbia 27420 B Private

Elizabeth City State University,
Elizabeth City 27909 B Public

Fayetteville State University, Fayetteville
28301 . B Public

Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte 28216 B Private
Livingstone College, Salisbury 28144 B1P Private

North Carolina A &T State University,
Greensboro 27411 M+ Public
North Carolina Central University, Durham
27707 M,P Public

Shaw University, Raleigh 27611 B Private

St. Augustine's College, Raleigh 27611 B Private.

Winston-Salem State University, Winston
Salem 27102 B Public.

Oklahoma (1)

Langston University, Langston 73050 B Public

South Carolina (8)

Allen University, Columbia 29204 B Private

Benedict College, Columbia 29204 B Private

Claflin College, Orangeburg 29115 .
B Private

Clinton Junior College2/Rock Hill 29730 2 Private

Friendship Junior Collegrock Hill 29730 2 Private

Morris College, Sumter 150 B Private

South Carolina State College, Orangeburg
29117 M Public

Voorhees College, Denmark 29642 B Private
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Level/Highest Offering

SOUTH (Con't)

Tennessee (7)

Fisk University, Nashville 37203
Knoxville College, Knoxville 37921
Lane College, Jackson 38301
LeMoyne Owen College, Memphis 38126
Meharry Medical College, Nashville 37208
Morristown College, Morristown 37814
Tennessee State University, Nashville 37203

Texas (9)

Bishop College, Dellis 75241
HUstonTillotson College, Austin 78702
Jarvis Christian College, Hawkins 75765
Paul Quinn College, Waco 76704
Prairie View A&M University, Prairie View 77445
Southwestern Christian.College, Terrell 75160
Texas College, Tyler 75702
Texas Southern University, Houston 77004
Wiley College, Marshall 75670

Virginia (6)

Hampton Institute, Hampton 23668
Norfolk State College, Norfolk 23504
St. Paul's College, Lawrenceville 23868
Virginia College, Lynchburg 24501 .

Virginia State College, Petersburg 23803.
Virginia Union University, Richmond 23220

WEST

None

1/ ye1/EPLeHiest Offering:

2 = 2 but less than 4 years
B = 4 or 5 years Baccalaureate
P = First Professional
M =Master's

11+ = Master's
D = Doctorate

M
B
B
B
P,D
2

B

B
B
M+
2
B
P,D
B

M
M
B
2

P

Control

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Public

Private
Private
Private
Private
Public
Private
Private
Public
Private

Private
Public
Private
Private
Public
Private

2/ Pre-accredited

3/ Neither accredited nor
a candidate

This listing of HBC's only includes those institutions that were still predominantly

Black in fall 1978 and for which data are available for inclusion in the

Connittee's reports. Therefore, the list does not include Simmons University/

Bible. Oollege (KY) for which no data are available; and Bluefield State College (WV),

West Virginia State College (WV) and Lincoln University (MD)'which are historically

Black institutions but are currently (as of Fall 1978) predominantly:white.

Daniel Payne College (AL)and D.C. Teacher's College (WDC):were shown on earlier

lists but are Omitted here-the fOrMer has closed and the latter has beenincOrporated

within the University of the District of Columbia.
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APPENDIX E

A Listing of Newer Predominantly Black Colleges (NPBC's)

from the

National Advisory Comnittee on Black Higher Education Black Colleges and Universities

This is the most current listing of newer predominantly Black colleges (NPBC's) available. It is based

on Fall 1978 enrollment figures. Both the total and full-time enrollments at the schools listed were

over 50% Black, thus qualifying it as an NPBC based on criteria set forth by the Committee.

The previous listing releaSed by the Committee was based on Fall 1976 enrollment data. Five of the

institutions in the 1976 list were deleted (3 have either closed or currently enroll no students; the

other 2 are still open but currently are predominantly white). Twenty-four institutions have been

added and the University of the District of Columbia was formed through a 1977 merger. of Washington

Technical Institute, Federal City College, and D.C. Teacher's. College.
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REGION

IF DISTINTICH

NEWER PREJXNINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES (WPBC's)

(as of Fall, 1978)

CITY/ZIP LEVEL CONTROL BLACK PERCENTAGE BLACK PERCENTAGE OF

OF TOTAL ENROLMENT FULL TINE ENROLLMENT

ssachusetts (1)
1/

Roxbury Comity College-

to Jersey (1)

Essex County College

wreck (8)

City University of New York

Mhnhattan Comnunity College

Bronx Comiunity College

Hedger Evers

York College

College for limn Services

Interboro Institute

Taylor Business Institute

Whams Hell Seminary College

aarylvania (I).

Community College of Philadelphia

CENTRAL

linois (10)

Central YMCA Community College

Chicago Conservatory College

Chicago State University

City Colleges of Chicago

Kennedy-ling

Loop

Malcolm X

Olive-liarvey

1

Notary 02119 2 Public 58.8

Newark 07102 2 Public 70.1

New York City 10019 2 Public 52.3

Bronx 10453 2 Public 52.1

Brooklyn 11225 4 Public 87.0

Jamaica 11451 4 Public 56.1

New York City 10014 2 Private 64.6

New York City 10003 2 proprietary 50.8

New York City 10036

Ogdensburg 13669

2

4

Proprietary

Private
.51.0

88.0

Philadelphia 19107 2 Public 61.0

Chicago 60606 2 Private 69.0

Chicago 60605 14 Private 58.2

Chicago 60628 14 Public 74.2

Chicago 60621 2 Public 97.8

Chicago 60601 2 Public 64.1

Chicago 60612 2 public 89.9

Chicago 60628 2 Public 93.4

57.4

71.0

53.4

51.3

87.0

54.3

64.6

50.8

SI.0

88:0

61.3

71.9

57.9

84.2

98.2

73.1

91.6

93:2



PlIED3UNANTlY BLACK COLLEGES (NPBC's)

(as of Fall, 1978)

REGION

G O@ Immo C11.1/ZIP LEVEL CONTROL MCI MEM=
TOTAL wow BUCK IGICEMVE OF

FULL T1 NE eiRower

IICSMAL (wait)

Illinois (can't)
1/

Daniel Hale Billions University Chicago 60644 4 Private 96.6 98.1
National College of Education,

Urban Calms Chicago 60603 N Private 60.6 61.3
State Community College

uses (1)

East St. Louis 62201 2 Wit 95.2 97.2

Dannelly College

thigao (4)

Kansas City 66102 2 Private. 54.6 55.7

Highland Park Community College Highland Park 48263 2 Public 94.1 94.6
Lewis Business College ,/ Detroit 48235 2 Private 87.3 86.9
Shaw College at Detroit= Detroit 48202 4 Private 99.3 99.4
Wayne County Community COlege

ssouri (3)

Detroit 48201 2 Public 63,4 74.0

Harris Stowe College 1, St. Louis 63103 4 Public 75.1 78.6
Pioneer Community College= Kansas City 64111 2 Public 66.0 59.3
St. Louis Community College,

Forest Park

io (2)

St. Lads 63110 2 Public 54.0 57.7

Cuyahoga Community College,

Nbtro Campus Cleveland 44115 2 Public 60.1 66,6
Payne Theological Seminary!! Wilberforce 45384 P Private 87.0 85.0
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REGION

PPROMINANTIX BLACK COLLEGES CMPBC's)

(as of Fall, 1978)

Crrf/2IP LEVEL CONTROL BIA(X PERCENTAGE

OF TOTAL 1181011181NT

BlICK PERCENTAGE OF

ALL TIME IMMINENT
Dismunal

shame (3)

Booker T. Washington Insimess College' Birmingham 35203 2 Proprietary 100.0 100.0

Southern Business College_
2r'

Birmingham 35203

Southern Vocational College-Tuskegee 36083

tenses (1)

Capitol City Business Coll
egelj

Little Rock 72204

strict of Columbia (2)

2

2

2

Proprietary

Private

Proprietary

69.9

96.4

53.6

70.0

96.5

54.6

Strayer College' Washington, D.C. 20005 4 Proprietary 72.8 74.0

University of the District of

Columbia

orgia (1)

Washington, D.C. 20008 Public 84.4 84.6

Atlanta Junior College

rtylend (1)

Atlanta 30310 2 Private 87.5 87.6

Conamity College of Baltimore

esissippi (1)

Baltimore 21215 2 Public 78.0 80.7

Ministerial Institute and Coll ego?!

eth Carolina (7)

West Point 39773 2 Private 100.0 100.0

Durham Collegel/ Durhma 27707 2 Private '''.'" 100.0 100.0

Hamilton College Charlotte 28202 2 Proprietary 67.5 68.2

Jefferson College Greensboro 27420 2 Proprietary 60.5 61.1

Kings College-Raleigh Raleigh 27601 2 Private 52.6 53.3

Lafayette College Fayetteville 28301 2 Proprietary 59.3 58.7

Roanoke - (]worm Technical Institute Ahoskie 27910 2 Public 61.0 65.7

Vance-Granville Community College

nth Carolina (5)

Henderson 27536 2 Public 50.4 56.0

Beaufort,Techical EducationCentHEWERBeaufort 29902 2 Public 51.6 54.7



:CH

I OF INSTMITIM

NWMPREDOMINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES (NPEC's)

(as of Fall, 1978)

CITY/ZIP LEVEL CONTROL BIM loam BLACK MEM CF
OF TOTAL ENROLMENT FULL. TIME ENRcuparr

II (can't)

mth Carolina [Can't)

Columbia Commercial College 1, Columbia 29201 2 Proprietary 65.5 93.1

Denmark Technical Education Center= Denmark 29042 2 Public 95.0 94.9

Rice College 4Y North Charleston 2 Proprietary 59.3 55.0

Williamsburg Technical Education Center Kingstree 29556 2 Public 61.7 63.7

messes (4)

American Baptist Theological Seminary Nashville 37207 4 Private 84.0 82.6

Draughonls College Memphis 38116 2 Proprietary 54.5 55.2

Draw bon's Junior College of Business Nashville 37919 2 Proprietary 60.2 62.8

Shelby State Community College Memphis 38104 2 Public 64.1 81.4

Mon& (3)
Cmpton Community College Ccepton 90221 2 Public 76.9 69.6

C6 Angeles Southwest College Los Angeles 90047 2 Public 95.9 . 93.7

AS Angeles Trade-Technical College Los Angeles 90015 2 Public 53.8 55.6

C AREAS

lrgin Islands (1)

College of the Virgin Islands St. Timms 00801 Public 74.9 60.4

.accredited

her accredited nor a candidate 6



AFPRIDDC F

COMMISSIONED RESEARCH -- NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

December, 1979

RESEARCHER TITLE OF PROJECT DUE DATE FINAL REPORT
REC'O

COST

Dr. Elvalee Banks "Analysis of Evaluation and monitoring
Techniques, Policies and Practices in
use for Determining Improvement in the
Status of Blacks in Higher Education"

09/15/79 3/25/80 $9,995.00

Ms. Leneta Gaines "Historically Black Colleges and
Universities: The State of the Art" 10/01/79

10/15/79

11/23179

11/23/79

$4,200.00

$9,995.00Dr. John A. Griffin "The Participation of Blacks in
Research and Policy Development
Affecting Higher Education in Selected
Institutes, Associations, and Founda-
tions"

Dr. Raymond Hall "Black Students in Higher Education" 07/01/79 $9,266.00

Dr. Leonard Haynes "A Proposal to Examine and Analyze
the Plans of Selected States and the
Federal Government to Improve the
Status of Blacks in Higher Education"

09/28/79 5/13/80 $9,268.00

Dr. Faustine Jones "The Impact of Neoconservatism on
Black Colleges, and on Blacks in
Higher Education"

"Systemic Problems Affecting the
Participation of Blacks in Higher
Education"

09/15/79

10/12/79

10/11/79

12/03/79

$2, 030.00

$3, 075.00

Dr. Barbara Love "A Report on the Status of Blacks
in Higher Education"

7/31/79 12/21/79 $9,955.00

Mr. Franklin Moore "Recommendations on Pre-College
Programs to Increase Access"

67/02/79 10/23/79 $4,994.00

Dr, Joel Nwagbaraocha "Review of Long Range Planning
in Higher Education" 10/15/79 11/06/79 $4,445.80

Mr. Alex Poinsett "Popular Rewrite of Report-
Access: Increasing the Parti-
cipation of Black Americans in
Higher Education"

01/29/79 02/02/79 $2,500.00

Mrs. Mary Roper "Development of a Profile of
Current Thinking in Higher
Education Equity"

08/22/79 12/14/79 $1,075.00

Mr. David Ruffin "The Status of Blacks In
Graduate and Professional
Education"

10/15/79 11/13/79 $3,420.00

Dr. Donald Smith "Admissions and Retention
Problems of Black Students
at Seven Predominantly White
Universities"

07/31/79 11/15/79
.

$5,600.00

Dr. Stephen Wright "The Black Educational Policy
Researcher: An Untapped National
Resource"

07/01/79 07/11/79 $2,642.00
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. Dr. Barbara Powell " Policy and Its Development-An
Examination of the Involvement of
Private Corporates entities in
Philanthropy to Black Higher Ed-
ucation and Black Colleges"

04/30/80 06/09/80 $4,000,00

Mr, Silas Purnell "The Problems of Low-Income Black 04/30/80

Students in Higher Education: A

Community Perspective"

$2,040,00

Grand Total $ 88,503.80
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MEMORANDUM

TO
DR. ERNEST L. BOXER
COMMISSIONER OF =CATION

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELF \RE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Dim, JAN 2 3 19.f

TRU : R. ALFRED L. MOPE
EPUTY COMMISSIONER F

FROM :
HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

22.1r1 DELEGATE, NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BLACK HIGHER

SUBJECT: EDUCATION AND bLACK UOLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

STATUS REPORT ON COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

kN
RESPONSE TO A REQUEST FROM YOU VIA MS. SANDRA GRAY, I AM
RWARDINQ YOU A STATUS REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE NATIONAL

ADVISORY LOMMITTEE ON BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND BLACK COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES.

.
MEMBERSHIP

THE CHARTER CALLS FOR A MEMBERSHIP OF 15 PERSONS AND "AT LEAST ONE
MEMBER SHALL BE FROM THE BUSINESS SECTOR". MR, ABRAHAM VENABLE OF
GENERAL MOTORS, WHO WAS TH QRIG1NAL REPRESENTATIVE FROM BUSINESS'
RESIGNED ON SEPTEMBER II, 19/8 BECAUSE OF PRESSING DUTIES AT GM.

AFTER CONSIDERABLE SEARCH AND CONTACT WITH BLACK COMMUNITY LEADERS'
WE SUBMITTED THE NAMES QF TWQ bLACK FEMALES (ONE PRINCIPAL, ONE

ALTERNATE) ON OCTOBER IL, 19/8. To DATE WE HAVE BEEN UNSUCCESSFUL

IN GETTING THIS VACANCY FILLED.

Casema

A KVISED CHARTER EXTENDING Tit LIFE Of
DECEMBER

TOECEMBER 22,
19/9, WAS SIGNED BY ECRETARY LALIFANO ON DECEMBER // 19/84

MEEIBEI

THE COMMITTEE HAS HELD SEVEN REGULAR MEETINGS AND ONE SPECIAL MEETING
SINCE ITS INCEPT1QN. 1-1E SPECIAL MEETING WAS REQUESTED BY YCU AND WAS

HELD IN AUGUST 19/8. ATES AND LOCATIONS OF ALL MEETINGS ARE:

5EPTEMBER 12-14, 1977
EMBASSY ION HOTEL
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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PAGE 2 DR. -BOYER

4 is RR g28 -29 1977
IEMONSTRATI

?om 1134, B,i

NTER

HINGTON, .L.

FEBRUARY 13-14, 1978
SHOREHAM IANA HOTELAMER
WASHINGTON, D.C.

APRIL 10-II, 1978
CAPITAL HILTQN MOTEL
WASHINGTON, D.C.

UNE 12-q, 1978
EE MOUSE HOTEL

SHINGTON, D.C.

UGUST 3-4A 1978
Imam MTN CONFERENCE CENTER

WASHINGTON, .C.

kulpg11GiI2, 1978

ATLANTZ-GiORGIA

IECEMBER -5, 1978
A:. 1.EE _E_HoTEL

HINGTON,

DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS ARE:

CH 56, 1979
ILLARD

ORLEAN
UNIVENITY

S, LR

JUNE 4-5, 1979

SEPTEMBER 10-11, 1979

DECEMBER 17-18, 1979
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THE MEETINGS ARE GENERALLY SO WELL ATTENDED BY GOVERNMENT, COMMUNITY,
AND EDUCATIONAL OFFICIALS THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO HOLD THEM IN A
NONGOVERNMENT FACILITY IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE THE ATTENDEES AND

PARTICIPANTS.

THE ATTENDANCE OF THE MEMBERS HAS BEEN EXEMPLARY AND WE HAVE NOT
HAD TO CANCEL ANY SESSIONS FOR LACK OF .A QUORUM.

PRIOR TO EACH MEETING, A TENTATIVE AQENDA, DRAFT INFORMATION

DOCUMENTS, ETC, ARE ASSEMBLED :N AN INFORMATION KIT FOR EACH MEMBER.
IHESE ARE EITHER MAILED PRIOR TO THE MEETING OR DELIVERED TO EACH
MEMBER'S HOTEL ROOM THE EVENINGPRECEDING THE MEETING.

THE MEETING IN ATLANTA PROVED SO SUCCESSFUL, IN."TpM., QF INPUT FROM
THE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMUNITY, THAT THE MARCH MEET,IVG

IS SCHEDULED TO BE HELD AT DILLARD UNIVERSITY IN NEW URLEANS, LA.

300THE STAFF MAINTAINS A FILE OF OVER 5UU INDIVIDuALs AND ORGANIZATIONS
WHICH HAVE REQUESTED ADVANCE NOTICES OF MEETINGS, COPY OF MINUTES,
THE ANNUAL REPORT, AND FUTURE COMMITTEE REPORTS.

CCWITTEE _REPORTS

THE COMMITTEE HAS ISSUED ON FORMAL
A

FORMAL REPORT, ITS FIRST ANNUAL REPORT/

"HIGHER tDUCATION LQUITY: THE CRISIS OF ITEARANCE.VERSuS REALITY'.

IT HAS BEEN WIRELLQUOTED IN PROFESSIONAL LAy_PUBLICATIONS, AND

OUR SUPPLY OF L,UUU COPIES IS ALMOST EXHAUSTED.

A NUMBER OF REPORTS ARE BING PREPARED BY STAFF WI CONSULTANTS IN
RESPONSE TQ THE COMMITTEE S PLAN OF ACTION (PP. ))738 IN THE ANNUAL

SPORT). THESE ARE:

I.

LICfE TO ISSUE OUR NEXT FORMAL REPORT BY THE E4I OF
H, "ACCES§: INCREASING T1-1 PARTICIPATION OF ICK

AMERICANS IN HIGHER TION. A SLUMMY, POPULARIZED
VERSION OF THIS STUDY IS ALSO BEING PREPARED.

2. :INSTITUTIONAh DIVERSITY /ND THE HISTORICALLY BLACK
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES'. IS BEING PREPARED BY STAFF AND
IS BEING REVISED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COMMITTEE S

SUGGESTIONS; IT SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY EARLY SUMMER.
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3. SEVERAL REPORTS ARE BEING PREPARED BY CONSULTANTS

TO FORM THE BASIS FOR COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS ON
H04 TO ACHIEVE QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS IN BLACK HIGHER

EDUCATION:

BLACKS ON PREDOMINANTLY WHITE CAMPUSES
DR. DONALD SMITH, BARUCH ILAOLLLLEEGE

EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS FOR BLACKS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
DR. RAYMOND HALL, ARTMOUTH COLLEGE

4. A PAPER ON THE STIMULATION OF RESEARCH.ON BLACK HIGHER

EDUCATION BY BLACKS IS BEING REPARED BY IR. STEPHEN WRIGHT,

CONSULTANT, COLLEGE tNTRANCE INATION : 'RD.

5. A STUDY ON THE EVALUATIQN AND MONITORING OF THE IMPACT ON
FEDERAL, REGIONAL, AND STATE EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE EQUALITY

HIV GHER EDUCATIOI\ FACULTIES IS BEING PREPARED BY
RA LOVE, LNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS.

WE HOPE TO COMMISSION SEVERAL OTHER STUDIES ON BLACKS IN.
2-N1AR INSTITUTIONS, THE IMPACT OF NEW TESTING REQUIREME:1,
QN BLACKS IN HIGHER EDUCATION, AND PRE-COLLEGE PROGRAMS FCR

BLACK HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS,

7. THE TWENTY-FIVE YEAR PLAN AND OTHER REPORTS WILL PROBABLY
BE COMPLETED BY THE STAFF,

RESOURCES--

ThE STAFF, AS WELL AS THE COMMITTEE, ARE APPRECIATIVE OF YOUR UNDERSTANDIN
THAT SUFFICIENT RESOURCES ARE REQUIRED TO DOA OMIT': JOB WITHIN A

SHORT PERIOD OF TIME. IHE INCREASED BUDGET PTO AND ADDED

STAFF ALLOCATION WILL BE OF ASSISTANCE.

ALTHOUGH THE TRANSFER OF FUNDS WAS HANDLED EXPEDITIOUSLY, WE HAVE
WERIENCED CONSIDERABLE DELAY IN BRINGING THE STAFF ABOARD. IT TOOK

WEEKS TO ARRANGE A DETAIL, 5 WEEKS TO. PROCESS THE PAPERS FOR THE

SENIOR STAFF PERSON, WE STILL HAVE NO SECRETARY OR THE BACKUP TYPIST,
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AND THE PAPER p FOR THE THREE PART-TIME STUDENT ASSISTANTS ARE SOME-
WHEREIN THE 'PIPELINE".

FURTHER, THE PROCESSING OF PURCHASE ORDERS/CONTRACTS FOR THE COMMISSIONED
PAPERS AND-MEtTING SPACE TAKE SO LONG-THAT WE HAVE COME NEAR LOSING THE
COMMITMENTS. IN A CLIMATE SUCH AS THE ONE IN WHICH WE ARE OPERATING,

. --

A WEEK'S :DELAY COULD BE TANTAMOUNT TO FAILURE.

OTHER THOUGHTS.

-IgHAPS YOU COULD CONVENE A SHORT MEETING WIIH.LOIS HAR FRANK.-
ETTRICK, MR. rICKMAN, ANDALONGWITH MEI-BR. MOYE:.OR R.:SPEARMANi:-
COULD-IMPRESPON ALL CONCERNED THE NECESSITY.TO'MOVE'EXPEDITIOUSLY

2. SINCE -THE PRESIDENT.HAS ISSUED HIS DIRECTIVE ON.BLAOK:COLLEGES,-IT.IS::
IMPERATIVE THAT XPU-MOVE.SWIFTLY.TO THINK. IN -TERMS-OE:WHO WILL BE THE
SPOKESPERSON IN UtONILACK COLLEGES, HOPEFULLY, THAT INDIVIDUAL
WILL ALSO-13E.THE CATALYST FOR CARRYING OUT THE DIRECTIVE WITHIN Ut. AS
WELL,

. .

IT iS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT LOUIS MARTIN AT THE'WHITEI1OUSE HAS
STAFF:PBILITY-.- .WOULD--YOU-CONSIDERAT-ADVISABLg,TOASK-.-.

MR. MARTIN IF HE COULD-USE-SOMEONE KNCMEDGPBLE ABOUT1.LACK-AFFAIRS-.:
FROM MY STAFF O N A -SHORT-TERM DETAIL?. -- SUCH A MOVE MIGHT REINFORCE
OUR COMMITMENT TO THE rRESIDENTIALWIRECTIVE.

. .

MIS. GRAY STATED THAT YOU MAY WANT AN EARLY MEETING WITH THE COMMITTEE
IF YOU hOULD LIKE TO BE ON THE AGENDA FOR THE MARCH MEETING OR IF YOU'
WANT ME'TO CONVENE ANOTHER CALL MEETI PLEASE LET ME KNOW.

CAROL J. SMITH



Dr. Alfred L. Mayo'
TO :Deputy Commissioner for Higher

and Continuing Education
THRU : Dr. Leonard H. 0. Spearman

Associate Deputy Commissioner

11)11 :Program Delegate, National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Education, and Black Colleges and Universities

suniFeT:Status of Committee Activities

ITAICIN11:NT 1. 111 All 11. 1.10:1" VI ION. AND 1'11.1,.111:
tai 1 (1 I r,r Alt

April 17, 1979

It occurs to me that ifs about time to bring you up to date-On thP
status of our activities and at the same time to alert you to some
impending problems.

I. Office Space

The telephones are to be installed today at our new office quarters
(1100 17th Street, N.H., Suite 706).and the additional furniture is
to be delivered soon thereafter. If all goes well we should be in
our new quarters by April 27th. I sincerely hope that it will be no
later than this since we must soon publish the notice for our next
meeting in the Federal Register,. and we must publish the physical
location of the Staff:

II. Finances

We estimate that we have already spent, obligated or have immediate
plans for $71,000 of our $130,000 budget. The balance will be used
to commission further research papers; to purchase materials and re-
ports, and for printing. I anticipate that this balance will be
sufficient for the remainder of this fiscal year.

......%...........
I am a bit nervous,however, (as is the Committee) that we will be
allotted only 'one-fourth (1/4) of our "normal" budget of $50,000.for
October - December, 1979. We anticipate a flurry of activities as
we attemp to meet the December 21st deadline for wrapping up all
Committee reports and recommendations. Now, this brings me to my

most serious problem - staff.

III. Personnel

The Committee's staff now stands at thirteen (13) including myself:
Three (3) temporary consultants, three (3) college student aides,
one (1) temporary secretary, one (1) temporary typist, one (1) full-

time typist, one (1) full-time professional aid, one (1) part-time
typist /assistant, and one (1) person on detail from BCFA
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PROBLEM - Mrs. Glenda Partee-Scott's appointment en& in' August,
Mrs..Linda Lambert's-appointment ends September 21st; two of the
student aide's appointments end in July and September. Mrs. Charlotte
Thompson's detail is scheduled to .expire July.1Gth. This means that
at the time of greatest activity, I will be losing half of the staff.
I am therefore, requesting your attention and assistance to make sure

that the Committee does not find itself without sufficient staff at
tk end of this calendar year.

0 Other Activities

At tne last meeting, the Committee gave final approval for the publi-
Otion of Mrs. Lambert's report, "Access of Black'Americans,to Hiqher
Education: How Open Is The Door?" At the time it was beingjyped for
printing not only was our Mag Card removed,' but three (3):e the new
typeWriters were inoperable. As of today they are still not usable.
However, being very creative we have borrowed machine time frfother
offices and anticipate forwarding this report to the printerthin
the next week.

Mrs. Pirtee-Scott's report on "Institutional Diversity" is in its 3rd
draft and we anticipate that it will be ready for final typing after
the June meeting.

Mrs. Lambert, along with three (3) Committee members, has begun the
work on the Twenty-five (25) year Plan. (Iten, eleven (11) in the

Committee's Charter.)

Dr. Cooke and Mrs. Partee-Scott are assisting me in the completion of
the reports for Charter areas 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 12.

It--looks--as---though--i-wi-1-1-have--to-draft-the-Gommi-t-teel-s---Second-Annual

Report myself. I anticipate that.the remainder of this calendar year
will be the shortest 8 1/2 months of my life!!

V. The Future

Ann Bailey informs me that since we do not know whether the Secretary
will extend the life of the Committee I am to come up with a revised
Charter and a new slate of members. The latter is a monumental task
which I hope will not be for naught.
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VI. Assionmek

Please work but so;:..e formal mechanism for keeping Committee staff
informed of bureau and agency activities while wa are physically
out of sight.

Thank you.

Carol J. Smith



Honorable Joseph Califono, Jr.
Secretary
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Secretary:

In accordance with the Charter of the National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and. Universities we are to
examine all approaches to the higher education of Black Americans, as
well as the needs of the historically Black colleges and universities
and make recommendations'to you, the Assistant Secretary for Education,
and the Commissioner of Education. We are therefore forwarding you our
recommendations on reauthorization of selected programs of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, as amended.

We have looked at the issues from the cutting edge of what we believe
will benefit low-income students and the class of institutions which
enroll significant proportions of low-income students. Any educational
program which benefits the population at the lowest economic level will
prove beneficial Blacks. Recent data indicatm that almost one-half
of the Black first-time freshmen were from families with incomes of ,

$8,000 or less, compared with 7 percent of white freshmen. Institutions
serving_a disproportionate number of these Ondents are indispensable to
the ::9!Itinued movement of the Nation toward equal access as well as

achievement. It will continue to be important to recognize the unique
burdens these institutions take on as they serve the Nation's goals.
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It is clear that the clientele of the historically Black colleges and
universities are most vulnerable and are becoming the unintended
victims of aggressive efforts tc collect loans and to minimize fraud
and abuse. We applaud these efforts. Our concern is that large numbers
of deserving students are being caught up in these efforts. In our
recommendations is the strong theme that the new legislative proposals
and the regulations they support not slow our progress toward equal
opportunity.

We hope that you will consider these recommendations.

Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson

Enclosures
Reauthorization Recommendations for:
1. Student Financial Assistance
2. Graduate and Professional Opportunity Program
3. TRIO Programs
4. Developing Institutions Program
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Dr. Mary F. Berry
Assistant Secretary for Education
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
200 Independeoce Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Berry:

In accordance with the Charter of the National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities we are to
examine all approaches to the higher education of Black Americans, as
well as the needs of the historically Black colleges and universities
and make recommendations to you, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and the Comissiomr of Education. We are therefore
forwarding you our.recommendations on reauthorization of selected
programs of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

We have looked at the issues from the cutting edge-of what we believe
will benefit low-income students and the class of institutions which
enroll significant proportions of low-income students. Any educational
program which benefits the population at the lowest economl; level will
provebeneficial to Blacks. Recent data indicate that almost one-half
of the Black first-time freshmen were from families with incomes of
$89000 or less-r-compared-with-7-percent-of-whitefreshmenvInst-itutions
serving a disproportionate number of these students are indispensable to
the continued movement of the Nation toward equal access as well as
achievement. It will continue to be important to recognize the unique
burdens these institutions take on as they serve the Nation's goals.
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It is clear that the clientele of the historically Black colleges and
universities are most vulnerable and are becoAing the unintended
victims of aggresSive efforts to collect loans and to minimize fraud
and abuse. We applaud these efforts. Our concern is that large numbers
of deserving students are being caught up in these efforts. In our
recormendations is the strong theme that the new legislative proposals
and the regulations they support not slow our progress toward equal
opportunity.

We hope that you will consider these recommendations.

Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson

Enclosures
Reauthorization Recommendations for:
1. Student Financial Assistance
2. Graduate and Professional Opportunity Program
3. TRIO Programs
4. Developing Institutions Program
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Dr. Ernest Boyer
Commissioner
United States Office of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Dr. Boyer:

In accordance with the Charter of the National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities we are to
examine all.aPProaches to the higher education of Black Americans, as
well as the needs of the historically Black colleges and universities
and make recommendations to you, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and the Assistant Secretary for Education. Ile are

therefore forwarding you our recommendations on reauthorization of
selected programs of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.'

We have looked at the issues from the cutting edge of what we believe
will benefit low-income students and the class of institutions which
enroll gignificant proportions of low-income students. Any educational
program which benefits the population at the lowest economic level will
prove beneficial to Blacks. Recent data indicate that almost one-half
of the black first-time freshmen were from families with incomes of
$8,000 or less, compared with 7 percent of white freshmen. Institutions
serving a disproportionate number of these students are indispensable to
the continued movement of the Nation toward equal access as well as
achievement. It will continue to be important to recognize the unique
burdens these institutions take on as they serve the Nation's goals.
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It is clear that the clientele of the historically Black colleges and

universities are most vulnerable and are becoming the unintended

victims of aggregsive efforts to collect loans and to minimize fraud

and abuse. We applaud these efforts. Our concern is that large numbers

of deserving students are being caught up in these efforts. In our

recommendations is the strong theme that the new legislative proposals

and the regulations they support not slow our progress toward equal

opportunity.

We hope that you will consider these recomendations.

Sincerely,

g;4-4
Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson

Enclosures
Reauthorization Recommendations for:

1. Student Financial Assistance
2. Graduate. and Professional Opportunity Program

3. TRIO Piograms
4. Developing Institutions Program

EB:leb/4/18/79
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REAUTHORIZATION THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT- -

STRENGTHENING DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS PROGRAM - TITLE III -- AN ANALYSIS

Authorization

Section 301-306 of Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

Program Description

The language of Title III provides that:

"The Commissioner shall carry out a program of special assistance to strengthen the

academic quality of developing institutions which have the desire and potential to make

a substantial contribution to the higher education resources of the Nation but which are

struggling for survival and are isolated from the main currents of academic life."

.The programs allowed under Title III include faculty and curriculum development, administrative and

management improvement, and student services. Two-year and four-year public and private institutions
are funded. The current appropriation is $120 million dollars with a 24 percent set-aside for twn-

year colleges.

The statute authorizes cooperative arrangements between the grantee developing institutions and

-other-colleges-and-universitiesT-business-finns-or-organizations-in-order-to-draw-upon-their-talent
and expertise. The statute also authorizes National Teaching Fellowships and Professors Emeriti, All

such arrangements should strengthen the grantee institution's academic program or administrative

capacity.

The grantee institutions must pay an unspecified part of the cost for the funded programs. Amendments

in 1972 and 1974 have waived certain accreditation requirements for institutions on Indian reservations

or institutions serving substantial populations of Native Americans or Spanish-speaking people. A

waiver was also enacted for the non-federal share of the cost of certain programs, including the College
kbrk-Study Program.
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primary problem facing the

Ithorization task force is the

*se and future direction of the

pm. In addition certain decisions

be made concerning program

rations. The issues are: (1) what

dlic groups or subgroups are to be

red by the program; (2) whether the

;ram should continue to support

unity colleges; (3) whether the

orization level should be increased;

the length of grantee participation;

(5) the need for cooperative arrange-

s. Each issue is discussed, below and

iittee recamendations are given.

RAM PURPOSE

37

-2-

Implications Recommendations

Anumber of different purposes have

been inferred frau the legislation including

supporting historically Black colleges (HBCs),

garroting desegregation activities and assisting

colleges in financial management activities. This

has led to confusion over eligible institutions,

created program management and evaluation problems,

and increased the pool of applicants. Each of
these purposes is discussed below:

1. Financial Management - Many of the

BBCs are in the need of technical

assistance in management activities

and welcome federal assistance in

this area. However, their major

problems do not stem only from poor

vaneGement but from a lack of sufficient

funds to expand and upgrade curriculum,

student bodies are composed primarily

of low-income students, their endow-

ment funds are meager or nonexistent,

and they have few sources of additional

funds). Funds are also ne6ded to up-

grade management staff and equipment.

A program focused primarily on up-

grading institutional ranagement

activities would igmre these more

fundamental problems.

That the review of applicant

efforts to improve financial

and institutional stability

give special consideration

to the history and charac-

teristics of HBCs which have

resulted in their experiencing

a disproportionate number of

problems-in-these-areas.
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RAM PURPOSE CONT.

-3-

Implications

2. Desegregation Activities - Many o
of the Black public institutions

covered by the Adams Order currently

participate in the Title III program.

At a minimum, Title III funds could

not legally be used to support

activities which create, reinforce,

or impede the elimination of

segregated attendance Ft-terns.

Recamiendations

The ammittee agrees that

federal support will be needed

to implement the Mans plan.

However, it is felt that Title

III funds should not be used

for these activities Separate

legislation should be proposed

to assist institutions in

implementing desegregation

activities.

State offidals have requested that

program resources be used to help

those institutions meet the additional

costs generated by efforts to eliminate

dual public systems.

The modification of program guidelines

to provide financial and technidal support

for desegration activities would require

a restructuring of Title III staff as well

as an.amendment of the Higher Education Act.

(Legal and technical civil rights expertise

is not presently foundwithin the

Institutional DevelOPmemt Ptc.gpm). This

option-would-also-require-suWantial

involvement of OCR staff in mgram
operations. More important, the use of

current funds to support Mans activities

would exclude the fnding of those

institutions which have not discriminated

in the past, i.e., private and non-southern

Black colleges.
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AMPURPOSEOONT.

Implications Recommendations

3. Aid to Historically Black Institutions

-Title III has given special con-

sideration to HBCs. (Although 70 percent

of the grantees have been non-minority

institutions, all of the eligible

HBCs have participated). This is in

line with the federal objective of

increasing low-inane and minority

student: access to postsecondary and

graduate education.

The quality of education provided

in many HBCs is dependent to a large

degree on services provided under Title

III. If these institutions do not continue

to operate, the Nation's ability to educate

economically and educationally deprived

students will be seriously impaired.

It is doubtful that the majority of

these students would be served by other

four-year institutions in the immediate

future. Title III funds provide one of the

few sources of institutional aid for HBCs.

To direct the_focus of.the.program.away

from these colleges would surely result

in many of then closing.

That the proporticn of funds
allocated to institutions with

high percentages of low-income

minority students be increased.

That a "grandfather clause" be

inserted in the new regulations

to assure a one-year continued

eligibility of all nBCs currently

participating in the Title III.

program.

CIYATION-CCWUNITY COLLEGE

Conmunity colleges provide low cost access to

postsecondary education for economically and

educationally disadvantaged and minority

students. In addition, while enrollment in

public four-year institutions is expected

to decrease, the enrollment in camunity

colleges is expected to increase.

9'
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IMPLICATIONS

I:PATTON-0114MM coLLEGE caw.

The current legislation requires that 24

percent of the funds appropriated for Title

III be awarded to cannunity colleges. This
percentage was based on the rmmber of post-

secondary students rob° were enrolled in these

institutions as opposed to four-year institutions

in the early '70s. However, the enrollment

in ccmumity colleges has increased substantially,
and it is expected that these colleges will be
requesting a larger share of Title III funds in

the future.

o
While coamunity colleges do offer access to a
large number of minority students, they do not
prepare than for graduate or professional

education, which is a major federal objective.

In one sense they compete with HBCs for students,

without offering comparable services. In addition,
Title. X, the (=amity Colleges and Occupational

Education Act, covers the policy objectives now
funded under Title III. This act is authorized at
$150 uvllion bui is current1Tunded. Rather than
further reduce the funds available for four-year
institutions, particularly HBCs, it is suggested

that support for these institutions be-transferred

to legislation specifically tailored to their needs.

RECCHIEffikTIONS

That the 24 percent set-aside for

ccaaunity colleges be deleted from

Title III with services to these
colleges transferred to Title X,

ccmmunity colleges act.

That initial falding for Title X

equal the current set-aside under

Title III.

That Title III funds not be used to

fund Title X.



Implications

Relal:ed to program purpose is the issue

of available funds. The appropriation for

Title III has increased fran an initial $4

million in FY '66 and $30 million in FY '67

to $51,850,000 n FY '72. The present Title

III program allocates $120 million to fund

institutions, including historically Black

private and public colleges, small religious

schools, colleges serving large percentages

of Hispanic and Native Americans, and small

financially weak:, predominantly white

institutions. (114e appropriation now equals

the .authorization level.)

Recannendadons

That the appropriations ceiling for Title

III funds be increased to a minium of

$250 million. These additional funds

will provide support to the increasing

nurber of eligible applicants as w11 as

expanded support to current grantees

A total of 545 institutions applied for funding

for FY '78; 303 institutions yen funded. It

is anticipated that the number of applications

will increase for FY '79. The appropriation

ceiling mist be increased if the quality of

services provided under Title III is to be

maintained. Support for this argument is

given in the fact that Title III is one of the

few programs that offe:s institutionaLaid_for

undergraduate institutions. An alternative

suggestion - that supplemental or matching

funds be obtained fran individual States - has

been rejected because it would increase State

control over program eligibility and operations.

Many HBCs currently require federal funds because

of neglect by State legislatures. This lack of

sensitivity and commitment to the critical role

of HBCs in providing access to higher education

for certain groups could result in the loss of Tit3-

III funds by institutions whose States refused to

match federal funds or the interference states

in program operations at institutions which do

receive. State funds.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The role of visua as a learning aid is undeniable;

studies over the past few years have conclusively established

that. What is still interesting researchers is the way

visual material is absorbed, the ways in which visuals should

be used, and how they should be designed, developed and pre-

sented, and research already shows that their usefulness

notwithstanding, they should be used intelligently with a

realistic appraisal of their uses. Clearly they are not

endlessly applicable, nor is one type of visual useful in

all circumstances.

The variables are many. The subject matter influences

the kinds of visuals used: geography, for example, is likely

to use a large number of maps and graphs. Similarly the

behavioural objective will have an effect: whether it is

factual or visual inforwation which needs to be understood,

explained or rehearsed, and what needs to be recalled from

the experience - concepts or facts.

The students themselves. influence not- only what is

likely to be recalled but what form the visuals should

take. Children, for example, learn differently from adults

1,3
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who, because of their greater experience and knowledge,

learn concepts with the pictures. Mental ability has been

examined in its bearings on learn! g from visuals, and it

appears that high IQs learn readily from either the visual

or verbal approach. Lower IQs achieve better from visual

aids than they do from verbally emphasized work as long as

those aids are keyed to the level of the students. Indeed,

visuals, in these circumstances, can act as excellent oti-

vational devices.

Motivation is another variable in the effectiveness of

visual education, as it is in most educational circles.

Students learn any content matter much better when they are

interested in what is before them. For this, visuals can

be both a cause and an effect. Visual materials play an

important role in raising motivation and interest, and the

information they contain is better transmitted when motiva-

tion and interest are high. This situation is achieved,

too, when the visuals are part of a programme which is seen

by the students to be valid and attuned to their needs, a

factor especially true of adults, and when the visuals are

well incorporated with the material being taught.

Cultural factors may affect what students interpret as

important and what they see as worthwhile learning techniques.

In addition, such factors will influence what they absorb

from a visual. Objects and concepts which are not in their

own culture or which that culture underemphasizes may be
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misinterpreted, or, indeed, not noticed at all in visual

materials. Visuals can be very effective in this context i

realigning cultural acceptance patterns.

The way in which the illustrations are presented is

yet another variable. Are they to be in a programme paced

by the teacher or one where the students work at a more

leisurely or self-controlled pace? Whichever is chosen,

the matter of exposure time becomes increasingly important,

A system such as chartsas numerous studies have shown.

allows the students to refer to the visual at any time they

need. So, too, do textbook and workbook illustrations.

Slides and transparencies may have much the same advantage

if the students are given enough viewing time. Films, tele-

vision and the like are excellent for the presentation of

concepts involving movement, but frame time is externally

dictated, and the speed at which vivalized information passes

before students may become a cause of interference.

Interference must be kept in mind when considering what

form the visuals will take, and here one should give atten-

tion to the ideas of design and realism. All visuals should

be clear to all students which means that their size, clarity,

spacing and color are all important. It sounds unnecessary

to say that a picture in education should not be too small

and should not be too large. If it is too small, many

details will be indecipherable and hence confusing; if it

is too big, a sense of unity will be sacrificed as students,
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trying to scan the whole picture, will tend to have their

attention taken by a small section. Spacing is part of

this concern as well. When parts of the visual are spaced

well, the scanning eye moves smoothly and logically from

one to another.

The matter of complexity or simplicity is a feature

which is in the context of interference. As was noted in

Chapter II the realism continuum does not reflect the "learn-

ing continuum" and increasing detail tends, instead, to

decrease the teaching potential of the visual. However,

this remains an inconstant feature. Dwyer found in his

study that realistic, colored photographs were useful in

certain proscribed areas of a lesson on the part of the

heart. All the same, on the whole, studies suguest that

less complex illustrations are more readily understood and

better for the transfer of information.

In the context of realism should be considered the

matter of color. Again it is hard to be definite in any con-

clusions for sometimes it is true that black and white

illustrations can be extremely effective - the contrast is

strong. On the other hand, color can be important for

clarification, for attention-getting, for visibility con-

siderations, for the interpretation of relationships and

for the subtle transmission of attitudes. Children tend

to react to color, especially strong color, more definitely

than adults who are accustomed to the symbolism of black
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and white and the ideas it traismits, but all people can

absorb a great deal from color. Wise use of color can add

to the learning experience; undisciplined use adds nothing

and can become an overload, resulting in a decrease of

understanding.

Using the visuals requires cueing methodology. Adults

in particular need to feel in touch with the work being pre-

sented and prefer to be told of the learning objectives in

front of them. This has the advantage of focusing their

attention and receptive concentration. Questions have a

similar effect, written or oral, and are also vital for

follow-up recall. Printed material, such as arrows, may

continue this role. This rehearsal important to the

retention of learned material. All of these gambits, includ-

ing patches of color in an otherwise black and white illus-

tration, are further variables.

What this points to is that there is no single approach

to visuals, and that there are no hard and fast rules for

their use. The variables are vitally concerned in what

is right for one situation and what is right for another;

in order to adapt a visual for another use it may be neces-

sary to change only one or two of these aspects. Educa-

tional effectiveness is dependent upon small things and

cannot be made constant.

The variables do not change the fact that visuals are

useful but they do mean that commercially made products can
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seldom fit this fluctuating mould. They cannot take into

account the varying needs of students in different learning

environments. The whole idea of visuals is that they

should respond to just those environments and the needs

assessed on an individual basis, that they should deal with

learning problems and learning situations which may be

unique to an age group, a subject, a cultural attitude or a

teaching form. Here lies the great strength of the

teacher-made visual aid. No matter what the artist

skills of the teacher, it is he or she alone who recog-

nizes and understands the variables. Only the teacher can

o oduce visual materials which are that immediate response

to the situation, and only those are effective teaching

aids.

The teacher, then, should not be daunted by the artis-

tic requirements. Experience teaches a lot of ways to

deal with these needs, and furthermore brings more ideas.

There is n 3d to turn to another person to translate

ideas, for this introduces the potential interference of a

third party and his/her interpretations. Necessity is

the mother of invention, and it is that which makes teacher-

made visual aids a continually vital part of the ESL

classroom.
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Sample Passage for Listening

Comprehension with Visual

SIMPLE

(a) This woman is tired. She has been shopping

most of the nay. She is wearing a brown coat and

on her head she has an orange hat. She is carrying

two bags.

(b) This girl has been at school but now she is

going home with her mother. She is wearing blue

jeans, a blue hat and a red sweater.

II SLIGHTLY HARDER

(a) Mark Booth's waiting for the bus and he's been

waiting quite a while. He's cold so he's put his

hands in his pockets to keep them warm. He's wear-

ing dark jeans and a yellow jacket, as well as a

blue hat.

(b) Jane Stevens is talking to a friend of hers.

She's going home from school. She's got on a blue

coat and red boots and she's a blonde.
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III CONVERSATION

If,:T.7 Goodness, aren these buses slow. it

doesn't come soon, I think I'll drop. I'm so tired.

/B/ I thought you looked rather weary. What've

you been doing? Shopping?

/A/ Yes, I thought I'd get a few things I needed.

But a few things always turns into a lot more.

That have -ou been d-'

Oh I_ e my daughter to the dentist so

I picked her up from school. When I left the house

this morning it was really quite cold so I put on

this quilted coat and my fur hat. Now I'm so hot!

I'll be glad to get home and shed everything.

/A Ah, I'm just looking forward to getting rid of

parcels, hat, coat and shoes and putting my feet up.
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POSSIBLE SCRIPT FOR ORDER! ORDER!

It was spring. The tree was in bud and flowers

g g t.- ea_. Within a few weeks, the tree

a mass of blossom in pink and red. As the weeks

passed, spring faded into summer The blooms on the

gave way to leaves. The days grew warmer and the tree

provided shade for people walking in the park and for the

children who played under it with their toys in the long

days.

Gradually these long days began tio shorten. The

green leaves began their change to red and gold. Before

many more weeks had passed the snow had arrived once more.

Winter had returned.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The role of visua as a learning aid is undeniable;

studies over the past few years have conclusively established

that. What is still interesting researchers is the way

visual material is absorbed, the ways in which visuals should

be used, and how they should be designed, developed and pre-

sented, and research already shows that their usefulness

notwithstanding, they should be used intelligently with a

realistic appraisal of their uses. Clearly they are not

endlessly applicable, nor is one type of visual useful in

all circumstances.

The variables are many. The subject matter influences

the kinds of visuals used: geography, for example, is likely

to use a large number of maps and graphs. Similarly the

behavioural objective will have an effect: whether it is

factual or visual inforwation which needs to be understood,

explained or rehearsed, and what needs to be recalled from

the experience - concepts or facts.

The students themselves. influence not- only what is

likely to be recalled but what form the visuals should

take. Children, for example, learn differently from adults

1,3
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who, because of their greater experience and knowledge,

learn concepts with the pictures. Mental ability has been

examined in its bearings on learn! g from visuals, and it

appears that high IQs learn readily from either the visual

or verbal approach. Lower IQs achieve better from visual

aids than they do from verbally emphasized work as long as

those aids are keyed to the level of the students. Indeed,

visuals, in these circumstances, can act as excellent oti-

vational devices.

Motivation is another variable in the effectiveness of

visual education, as it is in most educational circles.

Students learn any content matter much better when they are

interested in what is before them. For this, visuals can

be both a cause and an effect. Visual materials play an

important role in raising motivation and interest, and the

information they contain is better transmitted when motiva-

tion and interest are high. This situation is achieved,

too, when the visuals are part of a programme which is seen

by the students to be valid and attuned to their needs, a

factor especially true of adults, and when the visuals are

well incorporated with the material being taught.

Cultural factors may affect what students interpret as

important and what they see as worthwhile learning techniques.

In addition, such factors will influence what they absorb

from a visual. Objects and concepts which are not in their

own culture or which that culture underemphasizes may be
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misinterpreted, or, indeed, not noticed at all in visual

materials. Visuals can be very effective in this context i

realigning cultural acceptance patterns.

The way in which the illustrations are presented is

yet another variable. Are they to be in a programme paced

by the teacher or one where the students work at a more

leisurely or self-controlled pace? Whichever is chosen,

the matter of exposure time becomes increasingly important,

A system such as chartsas numerous studies have shown.

allows the students to refer to the visual at any time they

need. So, too, do textbook and workbook illustrations.

Slides and transparencies may have much the same advantage

if the students are given enough viewing time. Films, tele-

vision and the like are excellent for the presentation of

concepts involving movement, but frame time is externally

dictated, and the speed at which vivalized information passes

before students may become a cause of interference.

Interference must be kept in mind when considering what

form the visuals will take, and here one should give atten-

tion to the ideas of design and realism. All visuals should

be clear to all students which means that their size, clarity,

spacing and color are all important. It sounds unnecessary

to say that a picture in education should not be too small

and should not be too large. If it is too small, many

details will be indecipherable and hence confusing; if it

is too big, a sense of unity will be sacrificed as students,
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trying to scan the whole picture, will tend to have their

attention taken by a small section. Spacing is part of

this concern as well. When parts of the visual are spaced

well, the scanning eye moves smoothly and logically from

one to another.

The matter of complexity or simplicity is a feature

which is in the context of interference. As was noted in

Chapter II the realism continuum does not reflect the "learn-

ing continuum" and increasing detail tends, instead, to

decrease the teaching potential of the visual. However,

this remains an inconstant feature. Dwyer found in his

study that realistic, colored photographs were useful in

certain proscribed areas of a lesson on the part of the

heart. All the same, on the whole, studies suguest that

less complex illustrations are more readily understood and

better for the transfer of information.

In the context of realism should be considered the

matter of color. Again it is hard to be definite in any con-

clusions for sometimes it is true that black and white

illustrations can be extremely effective - the contrast is

strong. On the other hand, color can be important for

clarification, for attention-getting, for visibility con-

siderations, for the interpretation of relationships and

for the subtle transmission of attitudes. Children tend

to react to color, especially strong color, more definitely

than adults who are accustomed to the symbolism of black
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and white and the ideas it traismits, but all people can

absorb a great deal from color. Wise use of color can add

to the learning experience; undisciplined use adds nothing

and can become an overload, resulting in a decrease of

understanding.

Using the visuals requires cueing methodology. Adults

in particular need to feel in touch with the work being pre-

sented and prefer to be told of the learning objectives in

front of them. This has the advantage of focusing their

attention and receptive concentration. Questions have a

similar effect, written or oral, and are also vital for

follow-up recall. Printed material, such as arrows, may

continue this role. This rehearsal important to the

retention of learned material. All of these gambits, includ-

ing patches of color in an otherwise black and white illus-

tration, are further variables.

What this points to is that there is no single approach

to visuals, and that there are no hard and fast rules for

their use. The variables are vitally concerned in what

is right for one situation and what is right for another;

in order to adapt a visual for another use it may be neces-

sary to change only one or two of these aspects. Educa-

tional effectiveness is dependent upon small things and

cannot be made constant.

The variables do not change the fact that visuals are

useful but they do mean that commercially made products can
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seldom fit this fluctuating mould. They cannot take into

account the varying needs of students in different learning

environments. The whole idea of visuals is that they

should respond to just those environments and the needs

assessed on an individual basis, that they should deal with

learning problems and learning situations which may be

unique to an age group, a subject, a cultural attitude or a

teaching form. Here lies the great strength of the

teacher-made visual aid. No matter what the artist

skills of the teacher, it is he or she alone who recog-

nizes and understands the variables. Only the teacher can

o oduce visual materials which are that immediate response

to the situation, and only those are effective teaching

aids.

The teacher, then, should not be daunted by the artis-

tic requirements. Experience teaches a lot of ways to

deal with these needs, and furthermore brings more ideas.

There is n 3d to turn to another person to translate

ideas, for this introduces the potential interference of a

third party and his/her interpretations. Necessity is

the mother of invention, and it is that which makes teacher-

made visual aids a continually vital part of the ESL

classroom.
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Sample Passage for Listening

Comprehension with Visual

SIMPLE

(a) This woman is tired. She has been shopping

most of the nay. She is wearing a brown coat and

on her head she has an orange hat. She is carrying

two bags.

(b) This girl has been at school but now she is

going home with her mother. She is wearing blue

jeans, a blue hat and a red sweater.

II SLIGHTLY HARDER

(a) Mark Booth's waiting for the bus and he's been

waiting quite a while. He's cold so he's put his

hands in his pockets to keep them warm. He's wear-

ing dark jeans and a yellow jacket, as well as a

blue hat.

(b) Jane Stevens is talking to a friend of hers.

She's going home from school. She's got on a blue

coat and red boots and she's a blonde.
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III CONVERSATION

If,:T.7 Goodness, aren these buses slow. it

doesn't come soon, I think I'll drop. I'm so tired.

/B/ I thought you looked rather weary. What've

you been doing? Shopping?

/A/ Yes, I thought I'd get a few things I needed.

But a few things always turns into a lot more.

That have -ou been d-'

Oh I_ e my daughter to the dentist so

I picked her up from school. When I left the house

this morning it was really quite cold so I put on

this quilted coat and my fur hat. Now I'm so hot!

I'll be glad to get home and shed everything.

/A Ah, I'm just looking forward to getting rid of

parcels, hat, coat and shoes and putting my feet up.
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POSSIBLE SCRIPT FOR ORDER! ORDER!

It was spring. The tree was in bud and flowers

g g t.- ea_. Within a few weeks, the tree

a mass of blossom in pink and red. As the weeks

passed, spring faded into summer The blooms on the

gave way to leaves. The days grew warmer and the tree

provided shade for people walking in the park and for the

children who played under it with their toys in the long

days.

Gradually these long days began tio shorten. The

green leaves began their change to red and gold. Before

many more weeks had passed the snow had arrived once more.

Winter had returned.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The role of visua as a learning aid is undeniable;

studies over the past few years have conclusively established

that. What is still interesting researchers is the way

visual material is absorbed, the ways in which visuals should

be used, and how they should be designed, developed and pre-

sented, and research already shows that their usefulness

notwithstanding, they should be used intelligently with a

realistic appraisal of their uses. Clearly they are not

endlessly applicable, nor is one type of visual useful in

all circumstances.

The variables are many. The subject matter influences

the kinds of visuals used: geography, for example, is likely

to use a large number of maps and graphs. Similarly the

behavioural objective will have an effect: whether it is

factual or visual inforwation which needs to be understood,

explained or rehearsed, and what needs to be recalled from

the experience - concepts or facts.

The students themselves. influence not- only what is

likely to be recalled but what form the visuals should

take. Children, for example, learn differently from adults

1,3
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who, because of their greater experience and knowledge,

learn concepts with the pictures. Mental ability has been

examined in its bearings on learn! g from visuals, and it

appears that high IQs learn readily from either the visual

or verbal approach. Lower IQs achieve better from visual

aids than they do from verbally emphasized work as long as

those aids are keyed to the level of the students. Indeed,

visuals, in these circumstances, can act as excellent oti-

vational devices.

Motivation is another variable in the effectiveness of

visual education, as it is in most educational circles.

Students learn any content matter much better when they are

interested in what is before them. For this, visuals can

be both a cause and an effect. Visual materials play an

important role in raising motivation and interest, and the

information they contain is better transmitted when motiva-

tion and interest are high. This situation is achieved,

too, when the visuals are part of a programme which is seen

by the students to be valid and attuned to their needs, a

factor especially true of adults, and when the visuals are

well incorporated with the material being taught.

Cultural factors may affect what students interpret as

important and what they see as worthwhile learning techniques.

In addition, such factors will influence what they absorb

from a visual. Objects and concepts which are not in their

own culture or which that culture underemphasizes may be
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misinterpreted, or, indeed, not noticed at all in visual

materials. Visuals can be very effective in this context i

realigning cultural acceptance patterns.

The way in which the illustrations are presented is

yet another variable. Are they to be in a programme paced

by the teacher or one where the students work at a more

leisurely or self-controlled pace? Whichever is chosen,

the matter of exposure time becomes increasingly important,

A system such as chartsas numerous studies have shown.

allows the students to refer to the visual at any time they

need. So, too, do textbook and workbook illustrations.

Slides and transparencies may have much the same advantage

if the students are given enough viewing time. Films, tele-

vision and the like are excellent for the presentation of

concepts involving movement, but frame time is externally

dictated, and the speed at which vivalized information passes

before students may become a cause of interference.

Interference must be kept in mind when considering what

form the visuals will take, and here one should give atten-

tion to the ideas of design and realism. All visuals should

be clear to all students which means that their size, clarity,

spacing and color are all important. It sounds unnecessary

to say that a picture in education should not be too small

and should not be too large. If it is too small, many

details will be indecipherable and hence confusing; if it

is too big, a sense of unity will be sacrificed as students,
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trying to scan the whole picture, will tend to have their

attention taken by a small section. Spacing is part of

this concern as well. When parts of the visual are spaced

well, the scanning eye moves smoothly and logically from

one to another.

The matter of complexity or simplicity is a feature

which is in the context of interference. As was noted in

Chapter II the realism continuum does not reflect the "learn-

ing continuum" and increasing detail tends, instead, to

decrease the teaching potential of the visual. However,

this remains an inconstant feature. Dwyer found in his

study that realistic, colored photographs were useful in

certain proscribed areas of a lesson on the part of the

heart. All the same, on the whole, studies suguest that

less complex illustrations are more readily understood and

better for the transfer of information.

In the context of realism should be considered the

matter of color. Again it is hard to be definite in any con-

clusions for sometimes it is true that black and white

illustrations can be extremely effective - the contrast is

strong. On the other hand, color can be important for

clarification, for attention-getting, for visibility con-

siderations, for the interpretation of relationships and

for the subtle transmission of attitudes. Children tend

to react to color, especially strong color, more definitely

than adults who are accustomed to the symbolism of black
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and white and the ideas it traismits, but all people can

absorb a great deal from color. Wise use of color can add

to the learning experience; undisciplined use adds nothing

and can become an overload, resulting in a decrease of

understanding.

Using the visuals requires cueing methodology. Adults

in particular need to feel in touch with the work being pre-

sented and prefer to be told of the learning objectives in

front of them. This has the advantage of focusing their

attention and receptive concentration. Questions have a

similar effect, written or oral, and are also vital for

follow-up recall. Printed material, such as arrows, may

continue this role. This rehearsal important to the

retention of learned material. All of these gambits, includ-

ing patches of color in an otherwise black and white illus-

tration, are further variables.

What this points to is that there is no single approach

to visuals, and that there are no hard and fast rules for

their use. The variables are vitally concerned in what

is right for one situation and what is right for another;

in order to adapt a visual for another use it may be neces-

sary to change only one or two of these aspects. Educa-

tional effectiveness is dependent upon small things and

cannot be made constant.

The variables do not change the fact that visuals are

useful but they do mean that commercially made products can
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seldom fit this fluctuating mould. They cannot take into

account the varying needs of students in different learning

environments. The whole idea of visuals is that they

should respond to just those environments and the needs

assessed on an individual basis, that they should deal with

learning problems and learning situations which may be

unique to an age group, a subject, a cultural attitude or a

teaching form. Here lies the great strength of the

teacher-made visual aid. No matter what the artist

skills of the teacher, it is he or she alone who recog-

nizes and understands the variables. Only the teacher can

o oduce visual materials which are that immediate response

to the situation, and only those are effective teaching

aids.

The teacher, then, should not be daunted by the artis-

tic requirements. Experience teaches a lot of ways to

deal with these needs, and furthermore brings more ideas.

There is n 3d to turn to another person to translate

ideas, for this introduces the potential interference of a

third party and his/her interpretations. Necessity is

the mother of invention, and it is that which makes teacher-

made visual aids a continually vital part of the ESL

classroom.
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Sample Passage for Listening

Comprehension with Visual

SIMPLE

(a) This woman is tired. She has been shopping

most of the nay. She is wearing a brown coat and

on her head she has an orange hat. She is carrying

two bags.

(b) This girl has been at school but now she is

going home with her mother. She is wearing blue

jeans, a blue hat and a red sweater.

II SLIGHTLY HARDER

(a) Mark Booth's waiting for the bus and he's been

waiting quite a while. He's cold so he's put his

hands in his pockets to keep them warm. He's wear-

ing dark jeans and a yellow jacket, as well as a

blue hat.

(b) Jane Stevens is talking to a friend of hers.

She's going home from school. She's got on a blue

coat and red boots and she's a blonde.
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III CONVERSATION

If,:T.7 Goodness, aren these buses slow. it

doesn't come soon, I think I'll drop. I'm so tired.

/B/ I thought you looked rather weary. What've

you been doing? Shopping?

/A/ Yes, I thought I'd get a few things I needed.

But a few things always turns into a lot more.

That have -ou been d-'

Oh I_ e my daughter to the dentist so

I picked her up from school. When I left the house

this morning it was really quite cold so I put on

this quilted coat and my fur hat. Now I'm so hot!

I'll be glad to get home and shed everything.

/A Ah, I'm just looking forward to getting rid of

parcels, hat, coat and shoes and putting my feet up.
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POSSIBLE SCRIPT FOR ORDER! ORDER!

It was spring. The tree was in bud and flowers

g g t.- ea_. Within a few weeks, the tree

a mass of blossom in pink and red. As the weeks

passed, spring faded into summer The blooms on the

gave way to leaves. The days grew warmer and the tree

provided shade for people walking in the park and for the

children who played under it with their toys in the long

days.

Gradually these long days began tio shorten. The

green leaves began their change to red and gold. Before

many more weeks had passed the snow had arrived once more.

Winter had returned.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The role of visua as a learning aid is undeniable;

studies over the past few years have conclusively established

that. What is still interesting researchers is the way

visual material is absorbed, the ways in which visuals should

be used, and how they should be designed, developed and pre-

sented, and research already shows that their usefulness

notwithstanding, they should be used intelligently with a

realistic appraisal of their uses. Clearly they are not

endlessly applicable, nor is one type of visual useful in

all circumstances.

The variables are many. The subject matter influences

the kinds of visuals used: geography, for example, is likely

to use a large number of maps and graphs. Similarly the

behavioural objective will have an effect: whether it is

factual or visual inforwation which needs to be understood,

explained or rehearsed, and what needs to be recalled from

the experience - concepts or facts.

The students themselves. influence not- only what is

likely to be recalled but what form the visuals should

take. Children, for example, learn differently from adults

1,3
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who, because of their greater experience and knowledge,

learn concepts with the pictures. Mental ability has been

examined in its bearings on learn! g from visuals, and it

appears that high IQs learn readily from either the visual

or verbal approach. Lower IQs achieve better from visual

aids than they do from verbally emphasized work as long as

those aids are keyed to the level of the students. Indeed,

visuals, in these circumstances, can act as excellent oti-

vational devices.

Motivation is another variable in the effectiveness of

visual education, as it is in most educational circles.

Students learn any content matter much better when they are

interested in what is before them. For this, visuals can

be both a cause and an effect. Visual materials play an

important role in raising motivation and interest, and the

information they contain is better transmitted when motiva-

tion and interest are high. This situation is achieved,

too, when the visuals are part of a programme which is seen

by the students to be valid and attuned to their needs, a

factor especially true of adults, and when the visuals are

well incorporated with the material being taught.

Cultural factors may affect what students interpret as

important and what they see as worthwhile learning techniques.

In addition, such factors will influence what they absorb

from a visual. Objects and concepts which are not in their

own culture or which that culture underemphasizes may be
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misinterpreted, or, indeed, not noticed at all in visual

materials. Visuals can be very effective in this context i

realigning cultural acceptance patterns.

The way in which the illustrations are presented is

yet another variable. Are they to be in a programme paced

by the teacher or one where the students work at a more

leisurely or self-controlled pace? Whichever is chosen,

the matter of exposure time becomes increasingly important,

A system such as chartsas numerous studies have shown.

allows the students to refer to the visual at any time they

need. So, too, do textbook and workbook illustrations.

Slides and transparencies may have much the same advantage

if the students are given enough viewing time. Films, tele-

vision and the like are excellent for the presentation of

concepts involving movement, but frame time is externally

dictated, and the speed at which vivalized information passes

before students may become a cause of interference.

Interference must be kept in mind when considering what

form the visuals will take, and here one should give atten-

tion to the ideas of design and realism. All visuals should

be clear to all students which means that their size, clarity,

spacing and color are all important. It sounds unnecessary

to say that a picture in education should not be too small

and should not be too large. If it is too small, many

details will be indecipherable and hence confusing; if it

is too big, a sense of unity will be sacrificed as students,
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trying to scan the whole picture, will tend to have their

attention taken by a small section. Spacing is part of

this concern as well. When parts of the visual are spaced

well, the scanning eye moves smoothly and logically from

one to another.

The matter of complexity or simplicity is a feature

which is in the context of interference. As was noted in

Chapter II the realism continuum does not reflect the "learn-

ing continuum" and increasing detail tends, instead, to

decrease the teaching potential of the visual. However,

this remains an inconstant feature. Dwyer found in his

study that realistic, colored photographs were useful in

certain proscribed areas of a lesson on the part of the

heart. All the same, on the whole, studies suguest that

less complex illustrations are more readily understood and

better for the transfer of information.

In the context of realism should be considered the

matter of color. Again it is hard to be definite in any con-

clusions for sometimes it is true that black and white

illustrations can be extremely effective - the contrast is

strong. On the other hand, color can be important for

clarification, for attention-getting, for visibility con-

siderations, for the interpretation of relationships and

for the subtle transmission of attitudes. Children tend

to react to color, especially strong color, more definitely

than adults who are accustomed to the symbolism of black
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and white and the ideas it traismits, but all people can

absorb a great deal from color. Wise use of color can add

to the learning experience; undisciplined use adds nothing

and can become an overload, resulting in a decrease of

understanding.

Using the visuals requires cueing methodology. Adults

in particular need to feel in touch with the work being pre-

sented and prefer to be told of the learning objectives in

front of them. This has the advantage of focusing their

attention and receptive concentration. Questions have a

similar effect, written or oral, and are also vital for

follow-up recall. Printed material, such as arrows, may

continue this role. This rehearsal important to the

retention of learned material. All of these gambits, includ-

ing patches of color in an otherwise black and white illus-

tration, are further variables.

What this points to is that there is no single approach

to visuals, and that there are no hard and fast rules for

their use. The variables are vitally concerned in what

is right for one situation and what is right for another;

in order to adapt a visual for another use it may be neces-

sary to change only one or two of these aspects. Educa-

tional effectiveness is dependent upon small things and

cannot be made constant.

The variables do not change the fact that visuals are

useful but they do mean that commercially made products can
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seldom fit this fluctuating mould. They cannot take into

account the varying needs of students in different learning

environments. The whole idea of visuals is that they

should respond to just those environments and the needs

assessed on an individual basis, that they should deal with

learning problems and learning situations which may be

unique to an age group, a subject, a cultural attitude or a

teaching form. Here lies the great strength of the

teacher-made visual aid. No matter what the artist

skills of the teacher, it is he or she alone who recog-

nizes and understands the variables. Only the teacher can

o oduce visual materials which are that immediate response

to the situation, and only those are effective teaching

aids.

The teacher, then, should not be daunted by the artis-

tic requirements. Experience teaches a lot of ways to

deal with these needs, and furthermore brings more ideas.

There is n 3d to turn to another person to translate

ideas, for this introduces the potential interference of a

third party and his/her interpretations. Necessity is

the mother of invention, and it is that which makes teacher-

made visual aids a continually vital part of the ESL

classroom.
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Sample Passage for Listening

Comprehension with Visual

SIMPLE

(a) This woman is tired. She has been shopping

most of the nay. She is wearing a brown coat and

on her head she has an orange hat. She is carrying

two bags.

(b) This girl has been at school but now she is

going home with her mother. She is wearing blue

jeans, a blue hat and a red sweater.

II SLIGHTLY HARDER

(a) Mark Booth's waiting for the bus and he's been

waiting quite a while. He's cold so he's put his

hands in his pockets to keep them warm. He's wear-

ing dark jeans and a yellow jacket, as well as a

blue hat.

(b) Jane Stevens is talking to a friend of hers.

She's going home from school. She's got on a blue

coat and red boots and she's a blonde.
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III CONVERSATION

If,:T.7 Goodness, aren these buses slow. it

doesn't come soon, I think I'll drop. I'm so tired.

/B/ I thought you looked rather weary. What've

you been doing? Shopping?

/A/ Yes, I thought I'd get a few things I needed.

But a few things always turns into a lot more.

That have -ou been d-'

Oh I_ e my daughter to the dentist so

I picked her up from school. When I left the house

this morning it was really quite cold so I put on

this quilted coat and my fur hat. Now I'm so hot!

I'll be glad to get home and shed everything.

/A Ah, I'm just looking forward to getting rid of

parcels, hat, coat and shoes and putting my feet up.
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POSSIBLE SCRIPT FOR ORDER! ORDER!

It was spring. The tree was in bud and flowers

g g t.- ea_. Within a few weeks, the tree

a mass of blossom in pink and red. As the weeks

passed, spring faded into summer The blooms on the

gave way to leaves. The days grew warmer and the tree

provided shade for people walking in the park and for the

children who played under it with their toys in the long

days.

Gradually these long days began tio shorten. The

green leaves began their change to red and gold. Before

many more weeks had passed the snow had arrived once more.

Winter had returned.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

November 1, 1979

Honorable Patrici a Roberts Harris
Secretary
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Ms. Harris:

Ca behalf of the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and UhiverAties, I an pleased to submit an interim report
on the status of Blacks in higher education, The Black Educational Policy
Researcher: An Untapped National Resource.

This report emanates fram the Committee's concerns about the paucity of
research and scholarship by Blacks on questions of educational policy
related to Blacks in America. It is this Committee's position that if
decision-makers are to increase educational opportunities for Blacks, then
the work of Black researchers and scholars on the problems of Blacks must
be stimulated and encouraged. In this context, this report sets forth
reasons for the paucity of research and scholarship, recommends remedies to
the problem, and suggests ways and means for disseminating the results at
the local, State, and Federal levels.

We are grateful for the opportunity to stimulate national attention to the
issues that impede the improvement of higher educational opportunities for
Black Americans. It is our expectation that this report and the concluding
recommendations will assist the Federal government in initiating and
continuing efforts for achieving this end.
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Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

!:ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE CN
BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

November 1, 1979

Honorable Mary F. Berry
Assistant Secretary for Education
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Di.. Berry:

On behalf of, the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities, I en pleased to sutmit an interim report
on the status of Blacks in higher education, The Black Educational Policy
Researches: An Untapped National Resource.

This report emanates Iran the Carmittee's concerns about the paucity of
research and scholarship by Blacks on questions of educetional policy
related to Blacks in America. It is this Ctinnittee's position that if
decision-makers are to increase educational opportunities for Blacks, then
the work of, Black researchers and scholars on the problems of Blacks must
be stimulated and encouraged. In this context, this report sets forth
reasons for the paucity of research and scholarship, recommends remedies to
the problen, and suggests ways and mans for disseminating the results at
the lceal, State, and Federal levels.

We are grateful for the opportunity to stimulate national attention to the
issues that impede the improvement of higher educational opportunities for
Black Americans. It is our expectation that this report and the concluding
recommendations will assist the Federal government in initiating and
continuing efforts for achieving this end.
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Sincerely,

4410, )4-
Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairperson



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202

November 5, 1979

Dr. Mary F. Berry
Assistant Secretary for Education
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Berry:

In April of this year, the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher-.

Education and Black Colleges and Universities forwarded its recommenda-

tions on how selected Titles of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as'

amended, should look if reauthorized.. These recommendations were based

on a careful review of the present Act with an eye toward changes which

would enhance the participation of Blacks in higher education and the

Black colleges and universities.

Since that time, the Administration has sent forward its recommendations

on the reauthorization and both the House and the Senate have presented

bills, the Ford-Buchanan Bill and the Kennedy-BellmOn Bill, respectively.

Because there will be many discussions held and compromises ;?.ade pribr to

the time when these various bills become one Act, the Committee is.for-

warding the attached discussion of some of the unresolved issues 'with an

indication of the Committee's viewpoints on each.

It is hoped that this position paper will enable you to havea clearer

sense of how the National Advisory Committee views each of the proposals

which are floating and will provide a more pertinent Stand on some of 'the

specific issues which may or may not have been addressed in the original

package of reauthorization recommendations that we sent forth in April.

In accordance with its mandate, the Committee will continue to keep you

abreast of its thinking on matters of importance to the higher education

of Black Americans.and Black colleges and universities. If you should .

'lave any questions, please feel free to call me.

Enclosure
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Sincerely,

Elias Blake,
Chair
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REVISED OCTOBER 1979

RECOMMENDATIONS OF NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ON SELECTED
ISSUES RELATING TO THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED

Title Issue

TITLE IV - STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

I. College Work-Study - Lowering of Minimum Wage

. Loans

1. Interest Rates

2. Repayment and Consolidation

194

A.

Committee Recommendation

Since the Committee would be in favor of measures to increase the number

of low-income students able to enroll in college because of the availability

of financial aid, this provision might seem, on the surface, to be a good
one. However, if by lowering the wage you have a higher degree of unmet
need, higitetu are back to making up this difference through other aid pro-
grams or the student will be caught with a smaller amount of funds and miglt

potentially be unable to meet the rest of his/her expenses. Therefore, it
would be best to keep the minimum wage for students in the College Work-

Study Program the same as that for the rest of the Nation.

B.1. The Committee has recommended keeping the interest rates as low as possible

While it recognizes the rationale that raising the rates would make more

money available, it is more impo!tant to low-income and minority students

that the discriminatory banking practices be addressed. in the past, even

when money was available under the current interest rates, many minority

and low-income students were denied loans because they had no family

"history" with the bank.

In addition, the accrual of interest while the student is in school will
add to the loan burden and should be minimized wherever possible.

2. The Committee has recommended and continues to feel that there should be

a consolidation of all loans made by students while In school. This
measure could prevent duplication of collection efforts as well as provide
the student with one manageable monthly payment. The length of time to
repay loans should be extended and a-'grace period" should be maintained.

As with the current mortgage trends, a graduated repayment schedule option

is a must and would enable students to make smaller payments'in their first

few years out of college when their income is expected to be the lowest.

Absolutely essential is the hardship waiver in light of potential periods
of unemployment in a labor force where the "last hired is the firstlired"..
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2. Repayment and Consolidation(continued)

3. Joan Assurance

4. Family Contribution

BEOG's

- 2 -

There should be a cancellation of loans upon death and total disability

and further study should be made to earmark areas of public service ',which

are in the national interest) where partial loan cancellations might apply.

3. The Federal government should assume primary responsibility for the avail-

ability of loan capital to all eligible students. The States can also play
a more active role in securing loans.

4. The needs analysis formula to determine family and student contributions

should emphasize greater protection for the low-inCome student. Provisions
to provide federal guaranteed loans to parents should be pushed as should

regulations which would prevent banks from discriminatory practices which

have denied loans to ldw-income and minority families in the past.

1. Appropriations C.1.

2. Ceiling 2.

3. Half-cost provision 3.

4. Inclusion of part-time students 4.

TRIO program
O.

Regardless of changes in the other provisions, the level of support for the

BEOG program has never been adequate to meet the need. The Committee recap
mends increasing the appropriations to serve a largernunber.of.needy students

and that needbe the primary criteria used in distributing the funds.

The Committee is in favOr of raising the BEOG ceiling. This can be done
in a series of automatic increases each year;

The BEOG program has provided for more access than choice for minority/low-

income students. To enable more low-inctme students to attend higher cost,

more prestigious institutions, the half -cost provision should be raised.

Also, the SEOG ceiling should be changed to permit the award of grants of

60% of need not met by BEOG's.

The Committee would favor keeping the stipulation of the present law re-

garding less than full-time students with no further allowances provided.

The Committee recommends keeping the criteria for participation in the TRIO

programs at a level where the largest number of students from minority. and

low-intone groups can participate.
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III - STRENGTHENING )EVELOPING INSTITUTIONS 4

Eligibility

Set-aside for community colleges

"Up and Out" Provisions

Challenge grants

Authorization Level

.E IX - GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS

198

- 3-

A. The Committee has recommended that eligibility be limited to institutions

with high percentages of low-income minority students, with special convi

deration given to the historically Black colleges and universities.

B. The Committee has reconmended that the no funds be set aside in the

Title III program for community colleges but rather that these colleges be

given assistance under Title X.

However, since all others have reconmended deleting Title X and because

the Committee recognizes the unlikelihood of removing the set aside from

Title III, it would advocate making 24% the ceiling rather than a floor.

C. In that there is an ongoing need for institutional funding of the histori-

cally Black colleges given past inequities in the support of these institu-

tions, the Committee recommends that these institutions be eligible for as

long as the need persists.

D. The Committee favors exploring options Mich would reduce the Title IIx de-

pendency of the historically Black colleges. As recommended before, the

Committee favors the use of Title III funds for the establishment of one

time endowments as well as for engaging in fund raising activities. Any

provision for challenge grants should speak specifically to these options.

Any provision for State maintenance of effort should consider the histori-

cal inequities suffered by the historically Black colleges at the hands of

these same State governments that are, being considered to continue support.

E. The Committee has recommended setting the authorization level at $250

million.

III. Overall, the Committee goes along with the Administration's recommendations

on Title IX, specifically to keep the special focus on the GPOP program to

minorities in underrepresented fields. It also recommends raising the

appropriations level to $15 million.



DEPARTMENT OF MEAE1H. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OF F'.: EDUCATION.

NATIONAL. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
BEACH HIGHER EDUCATION ANC

EILACI, COLLEGES ANb UNIVERSITIES
WASHING T. 'N. D.C. 20202

November S, 1979
Dr. Mary F. Berry
Assistant Secretary for Education
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Berry:

In April 1978, theiNational Advisory Committee sent a letter to former
HEW Secretary Califano supporting the idea:of a Department of Education.
"only if it is strong enough to.advance equal opportunity in a more coR-_
prehensive and effective way than iscurrently the case in the widely
dispersed Federal education programs". Since that letter was sent there
have been numerous proposals set forth on the structure of such a Depart-
ment and we have reviewed the proposed organizational chart and summary
of the Act which was circulated after passage of the bill.

The Committee is still Concerned about the manner in which equal educa-
tional opportunity will be advanced. Over the length of this Committee's
existence, numerous roadblocks have been encountered as we attempted to
do our work'. These roadblocks steMmed from a lack-of coordination and
interest within and among the Office of Education programs and not neces-
sarily-as a result of fragmentation, duplication, and inconsistency of
programs and policies across various Federal agencies.

Therefore, it is important to the needs of Black higher education and
Black colleges and universities that there exist, within this new Depart-
ment of Education, a working policy analysis unit related to educational
issues of concern to Black Americans and Black colleges and universities.

The National Center for Education Statistics, a unit within the current
Department which is supposed to collect and disseminate meaningful infor-
mation.and data on the status of education, haS paid much attention to
issues relating to higher education generally and 'has recently issued a

series of reports on the participation of-women in higher education.. Very
recently, NCES issued4 report on traditionally Black institutions which
was an interesting informational pike on the names, locations, presidents
of the colleges with a very minimum amount of data analysis, most of which
do not speak to any policy issues. The Office for Civil Rights, on the
other hand, provides some data analysis but falls short in doing the most
comprehensive job in providing information simply because, as they con-
stantly remind us, they area compliance/enforcement office and not an
infOrmational one. Therefore, there is a serious void in the present
Department that we Would_not.likelo.see carried over to the new one.

2 0
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The staff of the National Advisory Committee spent an inordinate amount'
of time compiling data on Blacks in higher education and on Black colleges
which could easily be generated on a regular basis by the HEW/NCES com-
puter personnel were there interest in the issues that these data explore.
Some people still express the belief that data are not available on csrtain
issues related to Black higher education. However, our experience indicates
that the raw data do exist, but there is insufficient attention to the per-
tinent issues.

As the structure of the new Department gets solidified, the National
Advisory Committee would recommend the following:

That within the new Department, there should be an Office
of Policy Analysis and Development Related to theEduca-
tion of. Black:Americans.

This office could be one unit which is placed in the Office of the Secretary
or could-be individual offices within the office of each of the Assistant
TEcretaries, with a CoOrdinating Function at the level of the Secretary.
It is anticipated that such an office would be an active participator in
determining the data collected by other units within the Department (as' well
as being a resource for advice to those Federal agencies outside of the
Department which collect education-related data) so that their data needs
could be incorporated in existing surveys and thereby prevent "increased
federal paperwork". The analysis performed on the data collected within
the Department would, however, be done within this special office and it
would have the requisite support personnel and budget to accomplish its
charge.

As plans are being made for the structure of the new Department of Education-
it is hoped that you will consider this recommendation and work toward its
implementation. As always, we are available to provide any assistance that
you may deem appropriate and hope to receive a positive response to filling
the gaps which currently exist.

/4

Sincerely,

Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairman

1 20j



WEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION AND

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

PRCCLAMATION

The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black
Colleges and Universities acknowledges with pride and proclaims for
community acclamation the leadership, expertise, and professional
activities of

Dr. Mary F. Berry

in fostering the development and accamplishments of the National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities.
This proclamation focuses special attention and gratitude an these actions:

o For the sensitive understanding that financial
and personnel resources were necessary for this
Committee to fulfill its mission.

o For the forcefulness with which she reported to
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
the output and accomplishments of this Committee
with respect to the meaning of access and the
necessity fol creating a cadre of Black professionals.

o For her vigorous efforts to enlighten the nation
on the contributions of the historically Black
Colleges and the necessity for their continuity
and enhancement.

o For helping to articulate the need, recognized by
President Carter in the issuance of the Presidential
Directive an B3ick Colleges, which ushered in a new
era for the historically Black colleges.

o For her efforts in putting the matters of higher
education equity as a high priority on her list
of mandates.

We recognize with high commendation that Dr. Mary F. Berry has helped to
change the course of history of higher education for Black Americans
through her position as the outstanding Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Assistant Secretary for Education, 1977 - 1979.

152

Dr. Elias
Chair c;iLL4
December 18, 1979
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Appendix 0-2

Date From

05/14/79 Dr. Ernest L. Boyer

06/27/79 Mr. James Pickman,to
Dr. Alfred L. Mbye

06/28/79 Mr. James Pidkman to
Dr. Alfred', Mbye

Subject

Acknowledged receipt of the Committee's
recommendations for the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act. Commissioner
Boyer welcomed the Committee's viewpoint
on matters related to Title III, the
Special Programs, and Student Financial
Assistance.

Mr. Pickuen informed Dr. Moye,._that he had
reviewed his request for a waiver of the
May 31 deadline for Submission of contract
work statements and asked that he endeavor
to expedite the paperwarknedeSSOY to
process the Committee's.contracts

Authorized a number of personnel actions
to retenticn or hiring staff for the
Cousittee.

07/16/79 Mr. James Pidkman Waived the May 31 deadline for submission
of contract work statements.

07/30/79 Honorable Joseph Califano', Jr. Response to Committee correspondence of.
July 19 informing him of the resolution
on predominantly Black colleges and the
Reauthorization of Title III of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 adopted by the
Committee at its meeting on June 4, 1979,
at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama. Secretary
Califano emphasized the role of the Presi-
dent's Black College Directive in the
development of Black colleges and univer-
sities and the efforts being taken by HEW
to implement the initiative. Secretary
Califano also encouraged the Committee, to
submit camments'regarding Title III and
other parts of the Higher Education Act.

08/20/79 Dr. Mary F. Berry Acknowledged receipt of July 16 correspon-
dence from C. M. Springer urging retention
of Committee staff and stated that steps
were being taken to provide the Committee

with sufficient personnel.

Acknowledged receipt of July l9 correspon-
dence regarding Committee staffing problems,
detailed steps already taken to alleviate
the problems, and expressed the highest
regard for the Committee's efforts.

09/10/79 Mr. James Pickman



Date From Subject

10/17/79 Honorable Patricia R. Harris Letter of thanks in response to the
Committee's letter of congratulations an
her appointment as Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education, and
Vblfare. Secretary Harris stated that
she would be taking a careful look at the
work of the Cammittee.

11/26/79 Dr. Mazy F. Berry Acknowledged receipt of Committee corres-
pondence of Noveniber 5 proposing a policy
analysis unit located within the new
Deparbmant. Dr. Berry stated that she had
shared her concerns about Black colleges
with the Secretary-designate.

12/11/79 Honorable Patricia R. Harris Notice of Renewal of National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities until
Jima 30, 1980.



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICL or CDUCAT ION

INA'+HINC;TON. DC 2020?

MAY I

Dr. Elias Blake
Chairman, National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education
and Black Colleges and Universities
Office of the President
Clark College
Atlanta, Georgia 30314

Dear Elias:

Thank you for sending me the recommendations of the National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities
for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. The viewpoint of
the Committee on matters related to Title III, the Special Programs; and
Student Financial Assistance will be especially welcomed inasmuch as. these
Programs are so important for Black access and retention in postsecondary
education. I am also pleased to note that the Committee seems to emphasize
technical changes in existing legislation rather than a basic rewriting of
many programs.

I am sharing your recommendations with Al Moye, Leo Kornfeld and Mike smith

Please express my gratitude to the other members of the Committee for this
important undertaking.

Cordially,

Ernest L. Boyer
U.S. Commissioner
of Education
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MEMORA'TDUM

TO : Alfred L. Moye
Deputy Commissioner, BHCE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Executive Deputy Commissioner
FROM : for Resources and Operations

DATE: JUN 2 7 1979

SUBJECT: Request for Waiver of the May 31 Deadline for Contracts

I have reviewed your request for my approval of a waiver
of the May 31 deadline for the submission of contract work
statements to the Grants and Procurement Management Division
and approve of it. I can appreciate some of the pressures
under which the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher
Education and Black Colleges and Universities is currently
operating.

I am, however, asking that you do everything possible to
expedite the completion of the paperwork necessary to
process the NACBHE contracts. GPMD's workload for the next
couple of months will be tremendous and they are going to
need all the cooperation we can give them.

cc: Carol Smith0/7
Janie Pickman

Leonard H.O. Spearman
Fred Will



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

TO : Alfred L. Moye, Deputy'Commistioner DATE: JUN 2 8 1:379
Bureau of Continuing and Higher Education

James Pickman
Executive Deputy Commissioner

FROM for Resources and Operations

SUBJECT:
Staffing Needs fdr the National. Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities

In response to your recent memorandum (attached) requesting
my approval of a number of personnel actions for the National
Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education, I am authorizing
the following:

(1) An extension of the appointments of Ms. Jackie Meadows
and Ms. Jo Ann Phillips as research assistants, at a
rate comparable with a GS-7 rating through December 22,
1979, the day the charter for the Committee expires,

(2) An extension of the current detail of Ms. Charlotte
Thompson from the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance
through December 22, 1979.

(3) An extension of the appointment of Ms. Linda Lambert
as Senior Staff Consultant from September through
December 22, 1979.

(4) An extension of the appointment of Ms. -Glor-i-a
.Parker.-Scott as Senior Staff Consultant from August
through December 22, 1979.

(5) The hiring of one student assistant to replace the
student assistant who will be leaving to attend
graduate school. Due to limitations on the ceiling
for other than full-time positions, I cannot raise
your staffing level to permit you to fill behind an
individual on a leave of absence you have granted.

I encourage you to begin the processing of the paperwork neces-
sarry to carry out the these actions..

cc: Leonard Spear an
Carol. Smith
Ric Wilson
Ann Bailey
Lois Hartman
Scott

s..)
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DEPART Mr. c'!.. 1-1 ",*1

JUL 1 icT3

Dr. Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairman
National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear. Dr. Blake:

This is in response to your recent letter to me asking my
support of a resolution passed at the June 4 meeting of
the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education
and Black Colleges and Universities concerning the May 31
deadline for the obligation of procurement funds.

I have carefully considered your request and believe that a
waiver of the May 31 deadline for your organization is

justified. My approval of your request was conveyedito Al

Moye in the attached memorandum. I would like to note that
my decision was made, in part, as a result of a special
request by Fred Bohen, the Assistant Secretary for Management
and Budget, who is especially interested in the activities
which your Committee has been chartered to carry out.

I have asked the Grants and Procurement Management; vi
to cooperate in any way they can as you develop to ,: documents
for your procurements. Please note that they should be
prepared for processing at the earliest possible date.

I wish you and the other members of the National Advisory
Committee the best in the months ahead.

Attachment

cc: Fred Bohen
Fred Will
Al Moye

Sincerely,

James .Pickman
Exebutive Deputy Commissioner
for Resources and Operations
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THE SECRETARY OF. HEALTH, EDUCATION, ANDWELFARE
WASHINGTON, D.c.aosaol

it 30.1979

Dr. Elias Blake, Jr., Chairman
National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and -Universitiew

Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare

Office oeEducation
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Dr. Blake:

Thank you for your letter informing me of the resolution
adopted by the National Advisory Committee.on Black Higher
Edugation and Black Colleges and Universities at its June 4
meeting at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama. I have long been
committed to the survival and enhancement of the nation's
historically Black colleges and universities, and to Title
III, the Developing Institutions portion, of the Higher
Education Act of 1965.

The President's Black College Directive promises to further
advance the developmerit of Black higher education institu-
tions. On June 6,:1979, Fred Bohen, Assistant Secrtary for
Management and Budget, spoke oeiore* your Conimitte and
described current HEW efforts to implement this initiative.
As part of this effort, I have instructed all operating
components of HEW to broaden-their financial support to
Black institutions, particularly in those programs where
funding has been minimal. In addition, the agencies are
increasing technical assistance to Black institutions, to
strengthen the schools' capabilities for managing Federal
funds. These new commitments, along with continuing
support from Title III and 'Title IV (Student Aid) of the
Higher Education Act, should help build the stability
necessary for proper growth of Black colleges and univer-
sities.

The new Title regulations, promulgated to better define
the purposes and objectives of the Developing Institutions
program constitute, in my view, a.Major step toward the
objective of the Advisory Committee's Re:7.:Aution. The nee,
regulations emphasize the Federal Govern.ient's coil itment



Page 2 - Dr. Elias Blake, Jr.

to provide postsecondary educational. opportunities for low
income or minority students by providing institutional
assistance to those colleges and universities which help
carry out this objective. Since all of the 105 histori-
cally Black colleges and universities.are involved in
carrying out this objective, I believe' they are well served
by the new regulations. The new regulations and a request
for a substantial increase in funding have formed the basis
of our Title III reauthorization proposals. I hope that
you will be supportive of the Administration's approach.

I appreciate your work as Chairman of. the Advisory Commit-
tee. The Committee's report entitled."Access of Black
Americans to Higher Education: How to'Open the Door?" has
been a valuable resource in the implementation of thd
President's Black College Directive. Your comments regard-
ing'qitle III and other parts of the Higher Education Act
are welcomed.

Sincerely,



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

gs 2 0 09

Ns. C. M. Springer
Executive Di#ecter

.

WestinghOnseElectric Fund
ViestinghouSe Building
Catewa7vCent:el!_
Pittsburgh, PennsylVania 15222

Dear MB. Springer:

Thank you for your letter regarding the staff of the
National Advisory Committee on Bladk higher Education
and Black Colleges and Universities.

We are aware of this problem, and Deputy Commissioner
Alfred L. ?oye is taking steps to provide the Committee
with sufficient personnel to complete its work by the
December deadline.

Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,

MARY 17s, BERISM

Mary F. Berry
Assistant Secretary
for Education



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202

SEP 1 0 1979

Dr. Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairman
National Advisory Committee
on Black Higher Education
and Black Colleges and Universities

Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Dr. Blake:

This is in response to your letter of July 19 in which you
discuss the staffing situation relating to the National
Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black
Colleges and Universities.

I sincerely regret that the Committee believes that its
efforts have been marred with uncertainty, lack of continuity,
and lack of stability in working conditions. The Office
of Education has the highest regard for the Committee's
efforts to accomplish its mandates.

As you may know, my office has been working closely with
Carol Smith, the Committee's staff director, and Al Moye,
over the last month to resolve the staffing difficulties
which the Committee has faced. Within the last few weeks,
we have been able to assure the continued employment of
two senior staff members, Glenda Partee-Scott and Linda.
Lambert. In addition, I understand that appointments for
three research assistants for the Committee were confirmed
late last week.

Please let me know if there are any specific problems facing
the Committee which you believe I could alleviate; I would
like to support you in any way that is feanible.

Sincerely,

s Pickman
Elcdcutive Deputy Commissioner

for Resources and Operations



THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
WASHINGTON, D.C.20201

.00T 1 1 1979

0G7 17 En

Dr. Elias Blake, Jr.
Chairman, National Committee
on Black Higher Education and

Black Colleges and Universities
DepartMent of Health, Education

and Welfare
Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Dr. Blake:

Thank you for your thoughtful letter and for advising me of your
concern for the future of the National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Education and Black Colleges and. Universities.

While my current commitments make it impossible for me to attend. the
next committee meeting, I appreciate your taking the time to keep me
posted-on your progress. I intend to take-a careful look at the work
of the Committee in the near future.' You may be'assured that I will
carefully consider your reqUest.andrecomMendations as we proceed. .

incere rs,

OU:;:1414 )&4446'4'
Patricia Roberts Harris



DEPARTMENT.OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

NOV 2 6 19U:;.

Dr. Elias Blake, Jr., Chairman
National Advisory Committee on
Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities

Office of Education
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Dr: Blake:

I have reviewed your letter of November 5 in which you proposed
a policy analysis unit located within the new Department of
Education to address educational issues of concern to black
Americans and black colleges and universities. I have shared
with the Secretary-designate my concerns, about black colleges,
and I believe that your proposal is one that should receive
serious consideration. I will forward your letter for her
review.

Sincerely,

27
Mary F. B rry
AssistantISecretary
for Education
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
WASHINGTON, D.C.20201

Notice of Renewal of National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities .

I hereby determine, after consultation with the Administrator,
General Services Administration, that renewal of the National
Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges
and Universities beyohd December 22, 1979, is in the public interest
in connection with the performance of duties imposed on the Depart-
ment by law, that such duties can best be performed through the
advice and counsel of such a group and, therefore, the committee is
continued until June 30, 1980.

I further deem that it is not feasible for the Department or any of
its existing committees to perform these duties, and that a
satisfactory plan for appropriate balance of committee membership
has been submitted.

DEC I 1 19a

ate



WASHINGTON. D. C. 20201

Amendment to the Charter of the ation 1 114

B ac her Education and Black lle nd ,iv -r

The Duration section of the Charter is amended as follows:

UL`

des.

Unless renewed by appropriate action prior to its expiration, the National
Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and
Universities shall terminate on June 30, 1980.

APPROVED:

DEC 1 1 Ara

pate

211

167

ecre ary
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